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Sidney breakwater now an election issue
Denis Paquette has served warning on 
Sidney council.
The president of Sidney-North Saanich 
chamber of commerce told members 
during a meeting at Sidney Hotel Sept. 26 
that it was time now to look for people 
who would represent the chamber’s ideas 
on council.
People should think about running for 
council, he said. “There’s an election 
coming up, we want to get the right 
people on council to reflect what we want 
in this town.’’
That’s the objective for this year, he 
said.
Paquette was responding in part to a 
report from Bob Ward on the Sidney 
breakwater-harbor proposal. Ward told 
the chamber a private investment group 
had made an offer to build the breakwater 
but was discouraged by a lack of support 
from the various levels of government.
Ward said there were “a lot of issues’’ 
regarding construction of the breakwater 
and “all levels of government are 
responsible for input into it.’’
He indicated, after being questioned by 
a member, that Sidney council was among 
those who had shown a lack of support.
“This (Sidney council) is the shortfall,’’ 
Paquette pointed out to the chamber.
Ward said there was a possibility of 
reactivating the private group’s interest 
regarding the breakwater.
“I’m working on it. I have not come to 
any definite decision,’’ he said Monday. 
“I’m trying to sort out what is the best 
thing to do.’’
Ward said he was disappointed with 
“the direction council seems to be going 
in now that it’s calling for another 
study.’’
But he said he would talk to council 
before getting in touch with the private 
investment group.
Ward is currently a member of the ad 
hoc committee on the breakwater. The 
committee is comprised of two members 
from Sidney council, two people from the 
chamber of commerce and two from the 
town’s advisory planning commission.
Denis Paquette
Mayors will defend seats
. , _______________
A seasoned equestrian at three, young Jonni Mayers took his place bn field with dignity during 
competition in recent first ever 13 years-and-under horse show on Oldfield Road. Results page 9.
Though some six weeks still remain 
until voters go to the polls, municipal and 
school board election preparations have 
already started to swing into full gear on 
the peninsula.
Both mayors whose seats come up for 
election Nov. 17 have indicated they will 
be right there to defend them.
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey says that 
when she ran in last fall’s byelection she 
had every intention of seeking the 
niayorality again this November.
And Mayor George Westwood of 
North Saanich says it is his intention to 
stand for re-electioii. ^
That leaves only Central Saanich 
y Mayor Jean Butler who, unlike her two 
^:|^pupterpaitsy ■ (ioes not - havy ^ tpvScon-; 
^ template re-election this fall. ;
Since Central Saa;nich is not on the
biannual election system, only three 
aldermen’s seats will be available; those 
held by Percy Lazare, Dick Sharpe and 
Frank Waring.
Sidney and North Saanich residence, on 
the other hand, will be faced with the task 
of electing a complete council, including 
six aldermen as well as mayor.
Saanich school board trustees whose 
seats are up for grabs include Esther 
Galbraith, Rubymay Parrott, Dr. Roy 
Hyndman and Jack Armstrong.
Nomination closing date for each of 
those positions is Get. 29.
Election officials in ' Sidney, North • 
Saanich and Central Saanich completed 
their lists of registered voters Monday. If 
;you are- hot on the list ^7 and you can 
check that by dropping into youh local 
municipal hall; — don’t worry because
yielding nn overpass
Despite pressure from Sidney council 
and Saanich schoolboard. North Saanich 
council remains adamant on the issue of 
the proposed Wain Road overpass.
Highways Minister Alex Fraser has 
approved the overpass but North Saanich 
Mayor George Westwood, on council’s 
insyuctions, has suggested to Fraser 
action on if be delayed until a joint 
meeting betvt'een the minister and the two 
councils is held.
Both Sidney council and Saanich school 
board have written Fraser urging con­
struction of the overpass without delay.
Westwood said Monday he* didn’t 
understand Sidney council’s involvement. 
The issue lay with North Saanich, he told 
council.
Aid, Owen Philp said there was no 
point in looking at Wain Road in 
isolaiion, “I feel there’s a lack of con­
sideration for the whole highway.’’
Philp said it was “unfortunate about 
the child’s death but Wain Road has a
stoplight, there are other places along the 
highway that don’t.”
Westwood agreed and said such sen­
timents had already been expressed in a 
letter to the minister.
Following a motion by Philp that 
copies of the letters .sent to Fraser be 
received and referred to committee B, 
Aid. Eric Sherwood suggested the 
committee call a “hasty meeting” to 
di.scuss the situation. “Maybe we should 
treat it (Wain Road) in isolation,” he 
said.
The solution is to put an overpass in 
about ■ six places along the highway, 
Westwood said, but explained that the 
Wain Road overpass would cdst between 
$100,000 and $140,000, Council was 
responsible for 20 per cent of that sum, he 
said.
“We have to put our money where it 
docs the most good,” •
Urgent calls for an overpass came 
following the death of a student at the 
Wain Road ~ Pat Bay Highway in­
tersection earlier this year.
on issue
$1,000 AWARD WINNERS
Five Saanich school district students 
will receive $1,000 each after being named 
“Di.stiict Scholarship” winners by the 
provincial ministry of eduentinn.
The winners arc ; Linda Elizabeth 
Hor,slund and Jacklyn Dale Mpffat, both 
of Claremont school; Gillian Loui.se
Sutcliffe of Parkland school; and Sandra 
Lee Maslanko and Peter Bryce Rashlcigh 
of Stelly’s school.
The students were presented v/ith their 
scholarship awards at a ceremony during 
a Saanich school board meeting Monday 
night,
Although Central Saanich council 
unhesitatingly gave third reading 
Monday night to a bylaw which will place 
a roadblock in the path of the Genstar 
Tod Inlet development, aldermen,' did 
have some concern about the public image 
they have presented.
They felt that they had not, perhaps, 
presented reasons for the action clearly 
enough.
Genstar manager, Barry Sharpe, made 
a good point at the public hearing which 
preceded the Sept. 24 meeting of council. 
Aid, Frank Waring pointed out when he 
.said that reasons should be given when an 
area was brought under development 
permit restriction which give council rigid 
controls over its exploitation.
In this instance. Waring said, he felt 
that the development permit action was
trying to protect a community asset, 
Butchart Gardens. Nonetheless, specific 
reasons should be given for what was, in 
reality, an extraordinary action.
“It’s a sensitive environmental area and 
is so designated in the community plan. 
That should make the action legal under 
the B.C. Municipal Act,” said Aid. David 
Hill.
“Yes,” Aid. George MacFarlane said, 
“it might have been well to put in a few 
‘whereases.’” You know whereas this and 
whereas that. There were at least three 
good conditions for our action but it 
might have been well for the sake of 
public relations, to be more explicit. It 
would be better for the sake of com­
munication with the public.”
The bylaw passed without further 
comment.
there is still a chance you can vote in 
November.
Those not on the list who wish to vote 
can do so if they register at the polling 
station on election day. However, in order 
to register at the polling station, certain 
requirements must be met.
If you are a resident of the municipality 
then you must be at leastT9-years-old to 
vote. In addition, you must be a Canadian 
citizen or a British subject.
You have to have lived in Ganada fdr “ ! 
the last 12 ihpnths, in B.C. for the last six ; ; 
i monthsy and in the municipality for the 4 
last three months prior to the election 
date.
4 {Non-resident property; bwriefs can also : 
vote as long as they qualify for all the 
requirements but residency in the ' 
municipality.
■; INSIDE^^
« Pat Murphy doesn’t smoke. 
Why should anybody else, 
hesays. P. 4 A7
• Hey, do your kids do this 
too? A program in 
peninsula schools helps 
parents to meet the 
challenge of raising today’s 
children. P. 5
• Sports, P. 8,9
• Classified, P. 11
®, Cardenliig, F, 13 _
ion was
Pat Murphy
A violent cxplo,sion which .shook 
Central Saanich 10 days ago was not, n,s 
many people thought, a tremor in the 
Andreas Fault, Nor was It an atomic blast 
or the beginning of the Third World War.
What it was, aldermen were told at 
Monday night’s council meeting, was a 
combination of inexperience and bad 
technique in the municipal gravel pit.
It seemed that a yoting member of a
professional blasting crew, hired by the 
municipality, was trying to shake down 
some fill from the sides of the crater 
which supplies the community with a lot 
of its road-building material. He didn't 
load his drill holes properly or they 
weren’t properly covered with mats and 
they blew their tops and scattered debris 
thousands of feet.
“Enclosed Is a small portion of the 
rocks and debris which showered on 
myself and my children Immediately 
following an earth-shaking blast which
occurred at 4 p.m. on September 25,” 
read a letter to the mayor and council 
from M.L. Gordon, 1617 McHmilc 
Road, i
“We have been informed by members 
of the municipal staff that the source of 
this shower activity was a charge set in the 
gravel extraction process of the 
imtmlcipal pit at Keating Cross Rond,
“You may believe that showering rock 
is a normal result of such an action and 
we wouki agree, Tlie unbelievable part of 
this event is that our homeslte is located in
excess of 1,0(X) feet west of the blast site 
and buffered by a thick hedge of trees 
ranging in height, between 30 and 150 
feet”.
The letter went on to say that four 
children ranging in age between 18 
months and 10 years were playing next to 
the house at the time of the incident and 
all but the youngest were panic-stricken ns 
lire ground shook and the skies rained 
debris. Fortunately, the letter added, no 
one was injured.
“Survival is dirficuli enough in the days
of fast cars, wars, airplane crashes and 
inflation without having the sanctity of 
our home come under ihe tlireni of such 
negligent actions as this recent incident,” 
Gordon .said, adding that perhaps the 
municipality would be good enough to 
notify him by telephone before the next 
blast so thpt he could remove his children 
to safety.
The hole was bored in the “face” of the 
pit and too much powder v/as inserted, It 
blew straight out, .said Aid. Percy Lazarz.
Acting Mayor Earle Tabor said the
blasting was done by professionnis who 
were called in for the job, ;
It was a gross error, .said Aid. 
MacFarlane, and he thought the 
provincial authority which licenced 
profe.ssional blasters should investigate 
the matter. It was a case of extreme 
negligence.
Aid, Sharpe said that he lived further 
away from the pit than the Gordons and it 
sounded like a bombardment.
“It sounded like D-Day,” he said.
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Have your wedding reception 
tastefuUy decorated 
Reasonable rates 
For further information phone
Wedding Reception Decor Rentals 
479-6206
Glaring light a ‘nuisance’
Let there be light — but 
not too much and for 
heaven’s sake no glare, say 
the people of Central 
Saanich.
In a letter to council, 
considered at Monday 
night’s meeting, a resident 
said that a light standard 
adjacent to her property
Bab’s Family 
Restaurant





Open Mon. Thru Sot. 9 o.m. • 8 p.m 
Phone Aheed for Faster Takeout
652-3954
FAMILY RESTAURANT 
\ OPEN DAILY 11 AM
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 







Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 





Open 11 am to 9 pm 
Monday thru Saturday 
Royal Oak Shopping Centre 
-LICEHCEO- 479-7313 
(opposite the Garden Centre)
Countiy Kitchen
Brentwood Shopping Plaza
"Homestyle Cooking and Baking 
at Old fashioned Prices"







THURSDAY S SUNDAY 
SMORGASBORD DINNER 
WEDNESDAY EVENING





OPEN FROM 5 P.M. DAILY 
[CLOSED TUES.]
(Formerly Trumon’s Steok House)
2558 Sevan Ave., Sidney
Reservations 656-4640
i
STEAK, PIZZA fi SPAGHEni HOUSE |
Evening Dining in Rne, 
Mediteranian Tradition
RESERVATIONS - 65S-559S 
TAKE OUTS - 656-5597 ;
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m, - 2 a.m.
: Sunday 11 a.m.,-Midnight 
5th ft Saoeoh Sidnay
hotel Sidney
Foot of Beacon Ave.
OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 











BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY. B.C.







26B0i ELK LAKE DR.
: - % v^Viclorla, B.C
STRATHMORE DINNING ROOM
Conlinenlal cuisine in - 
a traditional English atinosphere
7 Oaysia Week 5:30 to 10:30 .
(ealuring
THE THATCH DISCO V
■ Two liveliest dance lloois in Victoria.
Open • Mon. to Sat.
8 p.m. to 2 a.m. 658-5231
9776 - 4th St
• "'Behind the Post Oliice)- ,
— SPECIALIZING in -
fish a CHIPS 
Breahfast-lunch-dinncr 
Open Daily 7:30 AM • 7:30 PM
COMPLETE TAKE OUT SERVICE
656-1621
Speclallilng In Chinese 
S Canod/an Food 
OPEN: MON.-THURS. 4-- MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-Sal 4» ■ I* a m.
SUNDAY 4‘'-g’’p.m.
Delivery with minimum order





Chlneea Foot] , 
At Raaiorsablo PrIcae 
. .-Pick Up-Toko Out
3470 Boncon Av«. 65&-I812I
I
U1 IS OB TAKE OST
hambIj UPSURGERS - FISH «
- ICECREAM 
Eat • Phone in - Take out
dt the X'Road AAt. Newton 













VILLAGE SQUARE in Brentwood
OPEN; Tu«», to Thun. 4-11 p.m, 
Fri. S Sal, 11 a,nr),-l a,m, 
Sunday 5.9 p.m.
Try Our "SPECIAL" PIZZA 
____ 652-4344
Wlt-4lhSt„ldn»y 





Mundty — Thundnv I i Smiti to li MM, 













SOUPS 4 SALADS 
TAKE OUTS
3rd & Beacon Ave.
656-4333
■f"
'i,-', 11i WhDrD:to tokoyour
■MM
ArtDMORLCJOLF COURSE, 030 ArrImoreRr. tSi Wesf vSannIcIi Road, Sidney
MmT chlh^m^'‘^^ scenery and special twilight rates for 9-holc
SISiiR. ^ «>nfl7ccijc facilities ~ swimming beach. Phone
IIKENIWOOD INN, 7172 llreniwooil Drive, llrentwuoil. 652-2413,
SALMON FI.SHINrj, Boat Rtitlal, Guided FluhlngTrips (all inclusive)
HLinily fishirig in the protected Saanich Inlet. Brentwood Boat Rentals (1971) l td, at the
Icrry Dock, Brciuwood.Uay. Phone6S2-10I4. > < «• liv/j; mo, auiit
HOTEL SIDNEY, 2537 IleBcon Ave., Sidney. 656-1311
Wednesday night 8*12 iv.in. is Talent Night In the Pub. Friday <% Salurduy night Duncan 
Bnny with guitar cnicrtainnicnt in the Lounge 8-12 p.m.
THE PR AIKIE INN, comer Ml. Newton X Ro»d.s and Eaisl Saiinldi Rd, 656-1575 
Relax by the lire and listen to live entertninmem while playing Chess, Cribbnge, Checkers, 
Bftckgarriipon, Parts or Pool. '
RflYAL OAK INN, 4680 Elk Lake Dr., Vieloritt, 658-5231
Disco Dancing at The Thatch Monday to Saturday on the two liveliest dance flotTrs in
Victoria. No cover charge except Friday * Sftiurdav,
and Saturday night 9 - 2 a.m,, dance to the music of the SO’s 
uaniring In tlic Lounge, Bay Mm qucKc, Coumry/l olk Music. 8:tX) p.m. to Midnight.
was a nuisance. The glaring 
light shone right into her 
house.
That precipitated a 
discussion of light and 
lighting. Aid. Dick Sharpe 
said that in many 
municipalities the harsh, 
glaring lights once used in 
standards, were being
replaced by softer, more 
efficient bulbs which used 
less power.
The municipal street 
lighting bill was about 
$2,000 a month now, said 
Aid. George MacFarlane, 
so why not just eliminate 
the light when there was a 
complaint. Some people
wanted lights and others 
didn’t. So — when they 
didn’t douse the light and 
save the cost.
There was the matter of 
vandalism, said Aid. Frank 
Waring and the question of 
the visual perception of 










Open from 5:00 p.m. Daily
(CLOSED TUESDAYS)
- FULLY LICENCED -
For Reservafions 656-4640 
2558 Bevan Ave., Sidney
Central Saanich aider- 
men appeared to do an 
about-face on Monday 
night when they agreed to 
take another look at a 
request at open a drop-in 
centre for young people in a 
disused part of the 
municipal public works 
garage in Saanichton.
At the committee meeting 
a week before aldermen 
appeared to be reluctant to 
grant the request, largely 
because of trouble which 
has occurred in the past at a 
drop-in centre in the 
community hall in Bren­
twood but, in the ensuing 
week, some of them seemed 
to have a change of heart.
In any event a parks and 
recreation committee move 
to deny the request was 
defeated at the formal 
council meeting on Monday 
and the matter will go back 




“Take a trustee to lunch’’ could be the 
popular slogan around Saanich district 
schools if local trustees take up a 
suggestion from chairman Lois Walsh.
Walsh told fellow trustees at a meeting 
Monday night that if they they are 
concerned with what is being served in 
school canteens and lunchrooms they 
should “pop into the schools at lunchtime 
to see for yourself what they are serving.”
Walsh made the remark after trustee 
Rubymay Parrott said, “I am really 
concerned we are running canteen 
programs in the schools which we know 
nothing about.”
Parrott then proposed that the board 
spend more time on the issue, and asked 
for more information.
However, Walsh came to the defence of 
at least one canteen program -— that of 
North Saanich school. She said she has 
been in the school to see what is being 
served, and that the school is “offering 
tremendous nutritional lunches given the 
facilities.”
Comments on the district schools’ 
canteen services came at the end of a 
lengthy debate on the merits of im­
plementing a school milk program offered 
by the B.C. Dairy Foundation.
The board eventually decided to stall a 
decision on the milk program until more 
information is obtained, and until it is 
known if the three interested schools in 
the district can still join the program.
The milk program first came to the 
attention of the board when a 
representative of the B.C. Dairy Foun­
dation appeared before the board at an 
earlier date to outline the proposal.
The representative told trustees milk 
would be offered to schools at an industry 
subsidized rate of 18 cents per carton and 
could be sold for 20 cents per carton. This 
would allaow the schools a two cent per 
carton profit.
He said the milk would be delivered in 
specially designed non-brand cartons 
from the locai dairy of the school’s 
choice, and that a refrigeration unit 
would be provided for the participating 
schools free of charge.
Parrott indicated she thought the 
program worthwhile in that it would 
provide a nutritional beverage for 
students and give a boost to the B.C, 
Dairy Foundation.
She said the milk from the program 
would be in better shape than sending it in 
a thermos from home, and said it would 
promote milk and not “pop”.
She also told the board she was sur­
prised that only three of the 16 district 
schools surveyed, indicated they would 
like to join the program.
However, superintendent of schools 
Don Smyth informed the trustees that the 
picture was not as bright as was painted 
by the foundation representative.
Smyth said that unsold milk cannot be 
returned, as under current school 
programs. This information came as a 
surprise to most trustees who had thought 
unsold portions could be returned.
Trustee Gerry Kristianson commented, 
“This changes the complexion of the 
thing.” He indicated that he thought 
unsold milk could simply be “poured 
down the sink” at no expense to schools.
Smyth added that schools are presently 
paying only \8'A cents per carton and can 
return unsold milk cartons. He said that 
under the current system profits made 
from sales in some schools goes to provide 
for awards and prizes for school clubs.
The superintendent concluded that the 
proposed milk program would not work 
unless schools were prepared to support 
it. ,
Trustees Parrott and Kristianson took 
exception to the idea that nutrition should 
take a back seat to profit for school 
clubs.
However, trustee Roy Hyndman in­
dicated he thought the current milk 
program was better because unsold 
portions could be returned.
Hyndman also remarked that the'board 
was taking too much time on the day-to- 
day running of school and said trustees 
should leave such things up to the in­
dividual schools.
However, the rest of the board ap­
parently did not agree with him, as a 
motion to that effect never reached the 
floor.
TOUR CHANCES AT SeOD FORTUIIE
For wirining numbers ask your lottery retailer) 
your nearest branch.o^.Qanadian Imperial Bank 
of Commerce or writeSo; > v
WESTERN CANADA LOTTERY FOUNDATjON
1' Lakeview Square',/
, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C
Year of the Child conference
What does the future 
hold for today’s child?
You can learn the an­
swers to this question — 
and add some of your own 
ideas — at the Vancouver _ 
Island International Year of - 
the Child Conference at
Vic West YM-YWCA, 521 
Craigflower Road, on Oct.
The conference is being 
sponsored by Victoria 
Internationa! Development 
Education Association, 
(VIDEA); Victoria YM- 
YWCA; Pearson College of 




World Federalists of 
Canada; Nanaimo Inter­
national DevelopmeiiL 
Association, (NIDEA); and 
Canadian Crossroads 
International.
Registration is $12 
regular or $9 for students 
and GAPS, both including 
lunch. If you’re a 
brownbagger, registration 
will be $5.
Compliment Your Thanksgiving 






2328 BEACON AVE. ‘m.aceyour
(directly across ORDER NOW
from .Safeway) 656*5833
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN
A, n rcsull of 11,c Public Hcnit,,, held June 21„, 
19/9, certain amcnclincnts have been made to the 
proposed Community Plan that wa.s submitted at 
that lime. Consequently, a second Public Hearing 
will be held on Wednesday, October lOth at 7:30 
P.m. In the Senior Citizens’ Centre. Rcsihaven 
Drive, in order to give persons who deem 
themselves to be affected by the revised Com- 
munity I Ian an opportunity to be heard by the 
Council.
A copy of the new revised drnfi Community Plan
AwnSJ-
Dttiwi lu C" r ‘ ‘cgulur ofTicc l)oui.s, Dated at Sidney, this 25ih tlay of September,
0,s'. Logan, A,C,I.S.,C.M.C. 
Town Administrator.
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Town lacks ‘local color’
Sidney-North Saanich 
chamber of commerce is 
not happy about a plan by 
the Victoria Visitors 
Information Centre to set 
up shop on the Pat Bay 
Highway in North Saanich.
Members approved a 
motion at a Sept. 26 * 
meeting to write the centre . 
expressing its concern with 
the “ill-conceived idea” 
and suggesting it reconsider 
the plan.
The chamber’s overall 
reaction as one of an­
noyance that the centre 
should “poach and try to 
make inroads into our 
commercial area.”
Why should Victoria 
come in under the wire like 
that? asked one member. 
Another thought the move 
to put a booth on the 
Saanich Peninsula was a 
serious problem. “If it 
happens, Sidney will lose all 
clout.”
But chamber director 
Mark Dickenson, who met 
with Visitors Information 
Centre head Don Nixon 
Monday said he was told 
the booth planned at the 
junction of Pat Bay High­
way and John Road would 
serve as a body representing 
all southern Vancouver 
Island municipalities.
And he didn’t believe it 
would pose a problem or 
threat to Sidney.
Dickinson isn’t con­
vinced Sidney’s own tourist 
bureau is of any great value 
to the town.
He told the chamber at 
the Sept. 26 meeting that 99 
per cent of people who 
called at the Sidney tourist 
bureau subsequently went 
to places other than Sidney. 
“Why, then, are we 
operating the thing?” he 
queried.
He said the local Sidney 
bureau could possibly be a 
revenue-maker soliciting 
funds to promoting 
brochures for tourist resorts 
but for getting people to 
look at the sights in Sidney, 
it was a waste of money.
Chamber manager Bill 
Morris said it was true that 
there was nothing in Sidney 
which rated as a tourist 
attraction but said in the 
summer tourists lining up 
for the Anacortes ferry left 
their cars in the queue, went 
on foot through Sidney for 
a few hours and 
“shopkeepers get a hell of a 
lot of them.”
Bob Ward agreed. “All 
we’re getting now is 
Anacortes ferry business,” 
he said.
Dickinson said Monday 
Sidney was getting very 
little value for dollars spent 
on the local tourist burea. 
Since most people moved 
on to Butchart Gardens, the 
Empress or some Victoria 
area attraction “I don’t see
why we should subsidize 
other people’s
promotions.”'
He said it was time to 
“broaden our horizons and 
look at the overall picture.” 
That means, he explained, 
looking at tourism from the 
point of view of southern 
Vancouver Island rather 
than just Sidney.
In other chamber 
business, one member 
wanted to know what had 
happened to the chamber’s 
“gungho” plan for dressing 
up the town nautical style.
Another charged the 
town lacked local color and 
suggested street vendors 
and street musicians to liven 
up the place - something 
that will draw people into 
the community and hold 
them here instead of 
jumping into their cars and 
going to Victoria, he said.
Chamber president Denis 
Paquette was keen to get 
Beacon Avenue beautified. 
There was a “river of 
money going along the 
highway...- it gives me a, 
shiver when 1 see the 
potential,” he said.
He suggested the 
chamber make represen­
tation to Sidney council to 
widen widewalks on Beacon 
Avenue, put up signs, 
institute colorful canopys 
and awnings and get the 
nautical theme going.
The chamber made a
similar presentation to 
council some years ago, was 
told it would cost $50 per 
front foot and businesses 
turned it down flat, Stan 
Dear informed the 
ihamber.
But Paquette said he 
thought it was possible to 
get a winter works program 
going and obtain grants 
from the provincial 
government. “1 think we 
can do it, let’s go for it,” he 
said.
He was reminded by one 
member that apart from 
“color” Sidney needed 
some activity if it wanted to 
attract tourists.
• Paquette told the 
chamber a membership 
drive was underway. 
Current membership is 95, 
and the goal is 180. “It
should be easy with more 
than 300 businesses in the 
area,” Paquette said.
He said more mem­
bership was needed If the 
chamber was to survive. 
Directors had stepped up 
their activities, were now 
meeting once a week and 
had narrowed down future 
objectives to tourism, 
industry, the breakwater 
and Beacon Avenue, he 
said.
He urged members to 
help solicit new members. 
“In order to have con­
tinuity and credibility we 
must have good 
representation,” he said.
•Pacquette announced 
$400 has been donated to 
Sidney Days Society to help 
offset its deficit.
Suzanne
, puts tourism 
in perspective
Suzanne Rangel socked it to members 
of the Sidney-North Saanich chamber of
commerce.
It happened soon after the chamber had 
finished a stirring and spirited discussion 
on tourism, and the need to attract 
visitors to Sidney.^ : v :
Chamber president Denis Paquette had 
just given an excited, rallying call to 
members on beautifying Beacon Avenue. 
Objective: to attract tourism.;
, :‘‘It gives; me a shiver when I see the 
potential. We just need to put it all in gear 
— and just go,” he enthused.
Minutes later Ms. Rangel was dishing it 
out.
The attractive, blonde owner of Sun­
shine Secretarial Services, 2452 Beacon 
Ave., told the chamber, “I think we’re 
ripping the tourists off and I want to do 
something about it.”
She said visitors from the U.S. had 
brought to her attention the fact that local 
merchants were giving a lower rate of ex­
change in U.S. currency than B.C. 
Ferries.
She wanted to know what had hap­
pened “to our agreement” to give the 
same rate of exchange as the ferries.“We 
talk a lot about attracting tourists, then 
we rip them off.
“On the other hand we’re saying we 
want tourists, then we give them less 
(exchange rate) than the ferries.”
Deep Cove Chalet
OPEN FOR 






AT 2420 Beacon 
656-3226;
Suzanne Rangel
“he quoted “two hostelries” who were 
not giving a fair rate of exchange, Sidney 
Hotel, who was giving only 10 per cent, 
and the Travelodge, who gave 13 per cent.
Paquette said the chamber “never came 
across with positive exchange rates.” He 
suggested that “if the rate is above 10, 
then pay 10 per cent, if it’s above 15, then 
pay 15 percent.”
Stan Dear protested, however, saying 
there was too wide a disparity between 10 
and 15. Another member suggested, “If 
the bank pays 15 per cent, why not give 
tourists 16 per cent?”
Joan Dear pointed out to members that 
“the chamber caii suggest (rate of ex­
change) but can’t dictate to Sidney 
merchants.”
Ms. Rangel had the last word. “I’m 
suggesting that a fair rate of excliange be 
given, merchants can check with banks to 
see what the going rate is.” The chamber 
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Hor,se.s forcing people off 
public walkways? Can’t 
have that in Central 
Saanich, can we, said Aid. 
George MacFarlane at 
Monday night’s meeting of 
council.
This has been happening 
on Stelly's X Road, the 
alderman said, Not only 
was it a dangerous praciice 
for horses and riders to use 
the pathways but it ruined 
the pedestrian facility. And
it was dangerous.
Horsemen arc warned by 
council - stay off the path­
ways or there will be 
trouble.
“I doubt very much,” 
said Aid. Sharpe 
pcssimi.stically, “that you 
arc going to keep kids, out 
for a gallop, off the path- 
way.s,
"They couldn't core less. 
It's the irrcspon.sibIc ones 
who cause the trouble and 
not the majority of hor­
semen.
ECKANICAR 
, , PLAm.TALK , .
The public Is invited to an 
introductory talk held by 
Ff'kanknrat 7:30p.nv, Oef 
9 in the l‘riiKcss Louise 
Room at the Empress 
Hotel. Bckankar is 




Elevator available at 
lot entrance
Hours:
9:30 to 5:30 5th & Beacon
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1972) .................................... 1.1 °C
Meon Temp.....................  12.9°C
Precipitation .............. 495.8 mm
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Max. Temp. (Sept. 25,
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Good people needed
Do you have the qualifications to make a 
good alderman or school trustee? Would you 
like the work and, if so, would you be willing 
to put in some long and sometimes tedious 
hours in committee, attending formal 
meetings, conferences and off-the-record, 
informal discussions? Are you unhappy with 
some of the things which have been done in 
Sidney, North Saanich, Central Saanich or 
School District 63 and would you like to see 
changes made?
If you answer affirmatively to the above 
questions maybe you had better think about 
running for office. You might be of some use 
to the community at large and you might, as a 
reward, find yourself involved in an 
engrossing avocation. You might even'turn 
out to be a credit to yourself and a useful 
servant for a municipality.
There’s an ongoing and never-ending need 
for intelligent, perceptive people in public 
office and they should come from all levels of 
the population. Too many businessmen or 
too many labor people or too many 
representatives from any one area of self- 
interest is bad news for any municipality or 
district. The ideal body is composed of a 
cross-section from the community as a whole 
and, while it is seldom achieved, it is a target 
to aim for. '
With the loss of Aid. Peter Grant and, in 
November, Aid. Jerry Gregaskis, both strong 
and knowledgeable people whose cool, 
dedicated work was valuable to council^ 
Sidney needs an infusion of talent. There are 
several important developments .pending, 
including the community plan and the break­
water proposal, and\,.a careful, far-sedng
V North Saanich and Central Saanich, rural 
though they are, iriight well be or the lip of 
greats progress. The once-scarce commodity;
V of water will Soon be in adequate supply and 
almost anything could develop in those areas.
here as elsewhere, is 
always in a condition of flux. Nothing 
remains static in education and responding to 
the needs of the school population is always a 
challenge.
So there’s lots to do. But — a warning. If
; you run because you are on an ego trip—- 
beware. Being an elected representative of the 
public means lots of strokes but it also means 
blows and some of the latter are not easy to 
accept.'' ■:
Chapel of Roses
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From the Oct. 2,1919 Issue
A large congregation attended the Thanksgiving 
services at St. Andrews’ Church Sunday evening, which 
was also the farewell sermon for Rev. T.M, Hughes. Rev. 
Hughes has been In charge of the three Anglican churches 
In the district for the past three months.
Among the many advertisements in the Review of 60 
years ago was this one: "A slight cough soon may become 
serious. Use our Wine Cod Liver Oil. Lesnge, the 
druggist."
50 YEARS AGO
From the Oct. 3,1929 issue
AThc business on Beacon Avenue known as the 
McKlIllcaii Supply Co. has been taken over by Mr. H.J. 
Readings of the Gazan Bay Cash Store. The business will 
be known os the "Sidney Cash and Carry,"
40 YEARS AGO
From the Oct. 4«1939 issue
The start of World War Two meant that women were 
compelled to take a more active role at home, In Sidney 
women were being asked to,register for voluntary service 
"In whatever capacity they feel they can best serve their 
country in any national emergency."
In addition, a women’s service dub of B.C. was in the 
developmental stages In Sidney with a four-person 
executive pushing for more participation. The first four 
members of the executive were: Miss U. Macdowalt, 
commandant; Mrs. C. Layard, physical director; Miss A. 
Wcstlnghousc, trciuurer; and Mrs. E. Townsend, 
secretary.
30 YEARS AGO
From the Oet. 5,1949 Issue
Whilst negotiating the passage through Trlcomall 
Channel last Wednesday night, Sept. 28, the Canadian 
freighter, Tricape, was holed. She was outward bound 
from Cowichnn Bay with a cargo for Great Britain when 
she struck the rocks off Salt Spring Island.
20 YEARS AGO
I'rotn the Oct. 6,1959 Issue
M.V. Sidney took to the water gracefully on Tuesday 
afternoon ns hundreds swarmed to the Victoria 
Mnehlnerv TVepoi to wntch the new veso*! Iniinrh«»rt hv 
Mrs, W.A.C. Bennett. The new vessel, named after the 
community it will serve, was built at n cost of $3 million 
and will ply the waters lietwecn Sidney and the Mainland 
btglnnlni In March,
There’s no way one can take a position on this 
1= smoking issue in School District 63 without getting into 
a bind and the board of trustees has done just that. On 
one hand it has lifted the restrictions against teachers 
(fi 2md other adtilts smoking in school buildings and, on 
'' the other, condoned the action of one of its senior 
principals who suspended a student seen to be smoking 
j : across the road from but puiside the.sqhpol boundary.
#1 For the record — I don’t smoke. Stopped years ago 
li and have grown to hate the stink of cigarette sriioke. I 
also have the conviction that while smokers have a 
;|l perfect right to induce liing cancer in their own car- 
casses, they have no right to pollute the air I breathe and 
p subject me to the risk of illness.
Also for the record: I live with and among people who 
^ do smoke and I have to put up with it whether I like it or 
■ J not. I don’t expect everybody to have the super-human 
p willpower and high sense of purpose which enabled me 
; to give up the addiction so I must put up with the filthy 
|| habit in lesser mortals.
II Like all non-smokers, arid particularly those who 
have quit, 1 try to exercise tolerance and sweet mercy 
|| toward addicts to the poisonous weed. Rarely do I snarl 
fi, at my smoking wife and her friends who foul the air 
fi- which I must breathe. I may, on occasion, cough for a 
few minutes at a time, but not loudly enough to shatter 
I the glassware. Once in a while 1 will kick over a smoking 
I stand or accidently sweep up a package of cigarettes, 
. along with other litter and throw it into the fireplace, 
' but most of the time, like most non-smokers, I exercise 
■ a rather saintly forbearance. It docs, after all, take all 
fi kinds of people to make up a world— doesn’t it?
Now, if I was on the school board I would start from I 
the premise that smoking is bad for the health, that it I 
may, in fact, kill you, and move on from there. Rights, | 
civil and otherwise, would all be subordinate to this I 
basic position — smoking damages the human body.
With that as a benchmark I would support a total ban 1 
: on smoking in all buildings under the school district 1 
control and I vyould reinforce to the hilt any regulations J 
which forbade smoking by teachers^ visitorspf students. 1
1 would not allow the use of drugs, tobacco, Ijooze, f 
; pot, hash or anything else, to be used in any area which | 
came under my jurisdiction. I would take the position | 
- that one of my responsibilities as a school trustee was to f 
protect the health of students in any way I could.
If students went elsewhere to smoke or drink, or if | 
they stayed awaY from school because they didn’t like a I 
ruling designed to protect them, I wouldn’t be at all | 
concerned. I wouldn’t reproach myself nor would ! J 
bend to pressure from wherever it came. j
I would feel that my position was unassailable as I i 
was'doing all in my power to protect my students from I 
damage.
Principal of Parklands, Joe Lott, may have been i 
exceeding his authority in punishing pupils for . 
something,done beyond the school boundary but 1, for : 
one, applaud his motivation. Lott, an authoritarian 
figure, is a pretty unbending guy, but he is, in the 
opinion of many people, the sort of teacher we need to 
combat the destructive, creeping permissiveness which 
seems 10 be the hallmark of modern education.
The school board, I feel, should not have reversed its 
stand which forbade smoking on school property. It was 
wrong to succumb to whatever pressures were brought 
to bear.
The board was on good, solid ground and it should 
have stayed there.
Angllcon Church of Conoda
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7180 East Saanich Rd. 
9:45 a.m/ 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 West Saanich Rd. 
11:15 a.m.
Baby Fold Provided
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 5:30 p.m. 
Sunday Mass 9:00 a.m.
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
CHURCH
10030 Third St., Sidney 
Sunday Masses 
10:15 a.m. & 11:15 a.m. 
Weekday Masses 
a.m. '
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor, The Review, Sir:
In recent months, the 
writer of this letter has 
heard of a number of 
comrover.siul, and very 
strange decisions that have 
been made by our three 
municipal councils on the 
Saanich Peninsula, The 
decisions 1 refer to have 
been very questionable as to 
the justice .shown to the 
various taxpayers who have 
been affected by them. The 
following v-irc some of the 
instances that have oc­
curred during the last few 
months:
• A Sidney alderman’s 
remarks concerning the 
manager of the Sidney 
Hotel, after his protest 
regarding the increase in the 
hotel's taxes.
• Central Saanich’s 
negative altitude toward 
GenStar's proposed sub­
division.
• North Saanich’s negative 
attitude toward the 
proposed subdivision of 
Bosun’s Matina water front 
property.
• The very obvious cx- 
toitionuic dcmatuls (or 
money that they have made, 
and arc making, upon John 
l^hlmizii for pnvlne, 
widening and clearing all 
the road lending to his 
property of one acre at 672 
Abyone Rond. This
irrespective of the fact that 
he docs not own the other 
lots that would be serviced 
by the road.
In a few weeks, seats on 
ihe.se local councils will 
become vacant, 1 can only 
hope we will elect men (and, 
or women) who arc less 
arrogant and have more 
common sense, together 
with a better idea of justice, 
and their commitment lobe 
of service to our com­
munity, than some of the 





Editor, The Review, SIrt 
My parents recently 
celebrated their SOth 
wedding anniversary, 
which, I believe, is quite an 
event, for a couple to 
achieve. Your paper’s 
printing of this great oc­
casion has left our whole 
family and friends with a 
great deal ul annoyance 
towards your paper,
My failtcr gave ymn 
office a brief and 
stralghtfofWard account of 
this happyoccasion which 
he felt would not unduly 
dissrupt the primers.
What 1 did find away 
back in the classified ads 
was a chopped version of 
my father’s account, 
leaving up to believe they 
were a lonely old couple
who spent their 50th en­
tirely alone.
1 am happy to write they 
were not alone. If you hail 
printed my father’s account 
it mentions that good 
friends did drop in, in- 
chuling my fathers sister 
fronv Abbotsford, my wife 
and I ajong with our two 
childretr also my wife's 
sister and her husband and 
children (roni Kamloops,
Many cards and gifis 
were received including best 
wishes from the governor 
general of Canada, licut. 
governor of B.C., the 
premier, our M.P,, Donald 
Miinro, our M.L.A. Hugh 
Curtis and Mayor Nonna 
Sealey of Sidney.
To complete thh very 
auspicious occasion a very 
lovely dinner was had at the 
l.rticli Restaurant.
r'afel‘:'‘.s (te'Vtnieiit, rir, ri*,'*.?/* b*,
l^itor, The Review, Sir:
In these greedy times the 
simple words "thank you" 
all too often seem to have 
been dropped from our 
vocabulary. As the 
Thanksgiving season i.s now 
witlv us. we at Goodwill 
Enterprises would like to 
reactivate this time-honored 
phrase and sincerely thank 
those well-wishers Who 
have through the past year 
donated so much surplus 
clothing, furniture and 
household items.
These articles are the life­
blood of cnir many 
programs for people with 
handicaps and arc urgently 
needed all the year round.
Wc also wish to express our 
appreciation to the media 
for their unstinting help and 
to merchants who have 
freely given us merchandise 
and sites for our deposit 
booths. To all of you, may 
wc say, "Thanks-for- 
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Meeting the challenge 
of raising today’s children
By PEGGIE ROWAND
People train to be nurses, doctors, 
plumbers, carpenters — but no training 
is given for parenting. Do parents need 
to learn how to cope with their children?
Apparently, doing what comes 
naturally doesn’t fit the bill these days. 
Dr. Gerry Guest, Saanich school district 
psychologist, says parenting isn’t the 
easy job it appears to be — and that’s 
why a current program to help parents is 
so popular.
Called STEP — Systematic Training 
for Effective Parenting ~ the program 
is planned and structured for parents to 
study, discuss and practice new ways of 
relating to their children in a group 
situation.
Parents meet one night a week for two 
hours — there are nine sessions in all. 
The concepts they study are based on 
Adlerian ideas and include un­
derstanding misbehavior, recognizing 
the difference between “good” and 
“responsible” parents, learning to use 
encouragement instead of praise and 
replacing reward-punishment with 
learning-f rom-consequences.
STEP is enthusiastically endorsed by 
Guest and Parkland’s English teacher, 
Derek Peach, who leads group sessions 
and has been in the thick of it since 
STEP started in 1978. Parents and 
teachers “making things work” is a 
great thing to be in on, he says.
Guests say STEP appeals to parents 
“because it’s not a course, there’s no 
pass or fail and no professional tone to 
it.”
In a handbook issued to parents 
taking part in the program, two U.S. 
psychologists who authored STEP 
explain why today’s parents need help.
The need is related' to social change, 
they say. Society’s general shift from an 
autocratic attitude to a democratic one
and toward social equality has presented 
challenges which most people, especitdly 
parents, are not well prepared to meet.
In the more rigid, autocratic structure 
in which most of today’s parents were 




ineffective . . , 




were understood in terms of a pecking 
order: of superiors and inferiors.
' Father was considered the supreme 
authority. Mother was supposed to be 
subservient to him and the children were 
supposed to be subservient to both of 
them. If society had retained its rigid 
structure many present social problems 
would not have developed, but vast 
changes have culminated in fun­
damental questions about the proper 
basis for social order.
Certain groups forrnerly considered to 
be inferior grew tired of their positions 
^ more unions were formed to protect 
workers’ rights, minorities demanded 
equal treatment with those in favored 
positions, and women challenged the;
principle of male supremacy.
These challenges to basic assumptions 
have produced a society radically dif­
ferent from the autocratic one of the 
past, one in which all people insist on 
being treated as equals. And children, of 
course, have been influenced by the 
change in social relationships.
Perhaps the most significant influence 
on relationships between adults and 
children has been the change in 
relationships between men and women, 
the authors point out. With increasing 
awareness of their rights and abilities, 
women became more insistent that their 
legal and economic status be improved 
— and many men have reacted 
defensively to the women’s liberation 
movement.
This competition between men and 
women develops within the framework 
of a social revolution and children born 
into a family in which there is a struggle 
for supremacy or for individual rights 
easily conclude they have rights too.
The psychologists point out that 
today’s children are not willing to 
submit to the arbitrary rule of adults 
and the traditional technique -for 
winning obedience from children — 
dispensing rewards and punishments —. 
is no longer as effective as it was. Only 
when children recognize adults as 
superior do they believe adults have a 
right to punish them.
The dilemma then, the authors 
believe, is in meeting the challenge of 
raising today’s children. Since reward 
and punishment has become ineffective 
it is necessary to create new relationships 
between children and adults; new child- 
rearing procedures, they say, must be 
based on democratic principles such as 
equality and mutual respect.
By equality, the authors hasten to 
explain,; they mean that children: are:
Derek Peach and Dr. Gerry Guest lead school district in popular STEP program.
equal to adults in terms of human worth 
. and dignity. They point out that 
democracy permits choice — the 
democratic parent provides op­
portunities for children to make 
decisions, within limits, and to be ac­
countable for those decisions.
In STEP, parents become familiar 
with a disciplinary technique which 
replaces reward and punishment, 
permits choice and allows-children to be 
responsible for their own decisions. This 
alternative to reward and punishment is 
called “natural and logical con­
sequences”, and it develops self- 
discipline, the psychologists claim.
STEP takes the position that all 
misbehavior stems from discouragement 
where the child lacks the courage to 
behave in an active, constructive 
manner. Although we do not cause 
children to misbehave, we can reinforce 
and encourage misbehavior by reacting 
in a way they expect. The psychologists 
say we must concentrate in changing our 
own behavior if we wish children to 
change theirs.
Letting children share in the 
responsibility, refusing to become over­
concerned about what other people 
think, recognizing who owns a problem 
(parents assume ownership of many
problems which are actually their 
children’s), being more consistent in 
one’s actions, encouraging in­
dependence and being both firm and 
kind, are some of the basic points in the 
program parents read about and discuss 
with each other in STEP.
Wej, do your 
kids do this 
too?'^
Guest pointed out that we have to 
recognize the difference between being 
“good” parents and responsible 
parents. The two are not the same, he 
says. “Let’s take praise. Maybe a child 
doesn’t need praise from a parent, but 
more encouragement. This will engender 
pride in himself.”
It is better. Guest says, for a child to 
be pleased with himself for his own 
effectiveness than to want reassurance 
from an external source.
STEP airns at getting people to 
behave co-operatively with each other
rather than competitively which, he 
says, is power-struggling and one- 
upmanship.
The program costs $ 17 and the school 
district uses the money to buy books 
used in the group sessions, coffee and 
some of the joint funds have even been 
used to pay baby sitting fees for parents.
More than 1(X) persons have been 
through the program. There are two 
groups currently operating, one at 
Sidney elementary school and the other 
at Royal Oak school. There are usually 
12 to 15 people in a group and, as a rule, 
more women than men.
Some of the parents who attend have
real problems with their children, others
are just interested in getting along better 
with their offspring. “We have a good 
cross-section of people,” Peach says.
He enjoys hearing parents say to each 
other in wonder, “Hey. do your kids do 
this too?” When parents find out that 
other families are behaving in very much 
the same way as their own, things aren’t 
such a disaster. Peach says.“Then 
people stop denying, covering up. They 
find situations are more tolerable, b ^ ;
Parents acknowledge, too, he says, 
that when they’re not uptight, the 
“problem” connected; with ; their 
children didn’t seem to be.there. '
Glen Meadows pro Bid Penny predicts a 





For Bill Penny, hosting 
the 1979 B.C. Open Golf 
Tournament at his home 
club of Glen Meadows in 
Sidney was not the 
realization of a particular 
goal, but the beginning of 
an old “dream”.
Penny is the golf pro at 
Glen Meadows and the 
workhorse behind the 1979 
Open held over the 
weekend. He sees the 
prc.stigious tournament as a 
launching point for the 
local club that will even­
tually see “n major golf 
tournament every year on 
the island”.
Penny points out that 
such an annual event would 
be good for both golf and 
tourism on the island. “We 
feel we have the best golf 
courses in Canada here,” 
remarked the young golf 
pro,
"Wc can’t compete 
against Vancouver in 
football, hockey, soccer 
and .some of the other 
sports," .said Penny, "but 
wc have a chance in golf,"
He also noted that part of 
the appeal of golf on 
Vancouver Island is the fact 
iliat it is played year round 
unlike other parts of
■a-*..;, ,
■f X. ■ * (KT : '
’fc/ . \ y-
mu Penny, main organizer of the 1979 IhC. Open at Glen Meadows, 
surveys situation during pro/arn section of tournament Thursday, Penny, 
club professional at Glen Meadows had not intended to play but was 
forced into competition in order to fill out the field.
An Ode to passing ways
Canada.
This is one of the 
reasons, said Penny, for the 
strong field in the 1979 B.C. 
Open. He said that the field 
was one of the strongest 
assembled anywhere in the 
country, with many of the 
eastern professionals 
making the trip out west.
As well, the field boasted 
louring professionals from 
the U.S. Professional 
Golfers' Association and 
the European and Asian 
tours.
Penny started planning 
for the tournament about 
the end of June and "put it 
all together pretty fast", He 
was able to get inajor 
sponsorship from Victoria's 
Harbour Towers and 
Cluitcmt Victoria.
With the addition of 
"lots of lielp from local 
merchants", the tour­
nament prize money was 
boosted |o$20,(X)0, making 
it one of the richest lour- 
namenis in the nation.
It is only the second lime 
the provincial open has 
been held on the Island and 
the first lime at Glen 
Meadows. Uplands Golf 
Club wa.s tlic only other 
Island dab to host the 
event, and that was back in 
1%9,
Prices Effective:









































MEAT AND POULTRY VALUES!
ALL BEEF IS CANADA GRADE ’A’
The following "Iciici” is 
one man's way of com­
menting on the "thought 
and planning ul the Ccmrul
Saanich council" in the 
Hreniwood area in par- 
ticuhii , auvl CeiiUal .sii.tnivli 
In general. Though the
writer wishes to remain 
anonymous, he doc,s note 
he is "a concerned resident 
of Brentwood".
Ode to ii 
More
lehl TTitti Is No
A fi'dd 'vh-'u; jihcft'-ant:',
crept among tlic gra.ss,
And raisetl their young in 
brush along the edge,
A field wlicrc In the grey 
mist of early dawn 
A deer stands wfitdiing 
full of curiosity,
Then leaping, silently is 
gone.
A field where in the early 
Slimmer
The fragrance of new 
mown hay
Is wafted pungent in the 
evening air.
Tiiusu who kept and 
loved this pllice arc gone,
New forces now are in 
control.
Amid the chatter of 
machinery
Three stilt-likc siructnres 
rise along the edge,
Our view of distant hills 
is gone.
A lull, and (hen the scene 
explodes,
I lie car til IS torn and 
pushed askew,
A road with hard top 
snakes fdonp two tldfr
A line of box-like houses 
springs up across
T he centre of the field.
Ugly in their regimen­
tal ion. sameness and 
proximity,
Stark while stieet lights 
stab ihc black night,
Tiig land yielded jja 
nia.ximum financial return,
The developer moves on, 
other fields to rape if left 
unchecked
The fofmer state is bin a 
memory,
RUMP ROAST $949lb. £m
SIRLOIN TIP $049
lb. £mROAST
LEAN & MEATY. .
SPARERIBS $169lb, MM
BEEF SIDES $165 lb. J,
BEEF HINDS $189III. A
PORK SIDES $109lb. A
Wliont 10*1 nui TO TRIMMINO, tOHINOUICRIAtlt PilCI HR FOUMp
' ORDERS NOW' BEING TAKEN'
THANKSGIVING TURKEYS A HAMS
We reserve the rlgiino limit qiiBntltles MEAT —MONEY BACK fiuARANTEFr^'"












33 fl. 01. l9Ch> ml] Contolnar
Bath Tissue rr 8—2





Tovin House ^ ^
14 H. 0Z. (398 ^
MCI, Wriahl'i. J 






59* Pie Filling 
2.69* Tea








Chorry or Bluoborry” 






Nobob D»lox» Orono» Poko*. 
• «>*, (136 ol Ro*,‘‘-‘- ■
P«rfeng» »160 ,.
69









Drink Mix CrD6n.ont. 300 q cnnl.*., , 99 
Jelly Povrdcrs ... 5J1'“
3




rtda 1411.01. (390 ml! . ............... ..
Creaui Corn uu.”©*. (390 miinn.
TosloTolli.
H. 0*. [398 ml! Tin




or bid Foihlonod, 1 kg Tin 
,or




rk;,«. .1 n I ToitoTolii.
ylCeCi CieetS 14tl,0Jt.[39lml]Tln
Beens v/ith Pork i4iuo*.*l39«mi] 
Kidney Beens 1411. ^.'I'Mimii.,.,
dpdgneui 1411. Of. (391 mil .....
Town Houio. Whllo.
Vinegar 12011.01. (3.6 utrojjuo_____
Vegetable Oilrur;4'...........
/'nllnn Kobon All Purpoi#. wOTTee 1 lb. I454tj1 Pockog*
Instant Coffee 10oi.IiaafliJar , , . . ,



























Hint of Maple. Western. 1 lb. [4S’4g] Package.
Liver Chubs
Maple Leaf. ^ ^
Swift.
Assorted Varieties. 8 oz. [227g] Package . . •
Luncheon Meats
Safeway.




Fish and Chips si qg
Cod or Turbot. * 1 ‘
Fraser Vale. Frozen. 24 oz. [679g] Package ^
Sausage Meat






Brilliant. Frozen. 6 oz. [170g] Package
$1 .49 
$1 .89
Mini Sizzlers ineiaersA ^All Beef | . OtI 
or Regulor. Frozen. 1 lb. [454g] Package . , , A
Snackery. Frozen. 1 lb. [454g] Package
Pepperoni Pizza$^.39
Bel-alr. Frozen. 21 oz. [594g] Package
Deluxe Pizza $^.69
Bel-alr. Frozen. 23 oz. [651g] Package
Chicken Breasts






Frozen. Pre-Cooked.2 lb. [907g] Package
C5.27kg) Sausage Rolls





For a delightful treat on this 
holiday try Eggnog.
11 container ^
B.C. Grown No. 2 Grade (85^ kg)
Litehouse. 1000 Island. 473 ml. bottle
Slice them into cereal or add cream (55^ lb.)
No. 1 Grade












POTTED MUMS aTrican violets
1 Local Grown. ^ ^
1 Assorted colors. v ^ lO W
j G" Pot.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,... ■^0^0 '
Local Grown. S '! jQlC]l 1











KKOOi i|t»;A Coiii'ilrv Onitinri oookfwiiiii I't wliii ill)
ilillflififito.., (( iinrlornm liBai with 
daily iisn nriil minimum mnn -■ nml it 
()lvn« yuu im oppoHumiy lo hriahiwn 
ynur kiicimn wnil lighUm your work* 
lortd Id ii|)m;lm;uliir snvinool
PEATURraO 
THIS WEEK
.25 QT, (1.42 LITRE) 
COVERED SAUCEPAN
IliiJt d«mi ly ffiidurrrd lhi« w»»k 
m (dlijillon lo lloiidi pfriviounly
NiUi.iiutnd.
99
PRICES EFFECTIVE OCT. 1 - 8 in Your 
Fricnciiy SicIriBy Safoway Storo.
Wo rosorvo the right to limit Quantities. Sales In retail Quantities Only
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' ' • i'
• TRUCKS/BOATS
• WINDOWS
• WOOD & FOAM
SIGNS
656-5333
For That Warm, Rustic Look In Your Rec. Room 
Or Den
GUNSTOCK
Prefinished, burned - 
brushed - real wood panelling 
Vee joint T&G






(At this price they make wonderful storage 
containers)
Give Your Lawn A Good Start Into Winter
Green Valley













2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
SERVING THE PENINSULA WITH A FULL 
RANGE OF BUILDING SUPPLIES.
Daryl Wingerter, left unchecked in front of the 
Juveniles goal, flipped shot past keeper Wayne Sandsmark 
early in third period of Saturday night's exhibition game
Good bowlers
between ad hoc juvenile team and Sidney Freight of Senior 
Men's League. Freight went on to win 10 - 3.
Tom Cronk Photo
Sidney bowlers, now two 
weeks into the 1979^1980 
season, are recording a 
number of high pin totals.
Miracle Lanes manager 
Lyall Riddell, said he is 
surprised to note such'high 
scores this early in the 
season, but added it was 
“probably inevitable,” 
considering the calibre of
some bowlers in the Sidney
area.
project.
On the other hand, there
Tom Cronk 756, 261; Ken 




JOIN THE GOLD RUSH .
Sidney & Peninsula 
KIWANIS CLUB
GOLD BAR DRAW
(12 Troy Oz. in U.S. Funds)
i,:;v:v:;^'^:bRAW JANUARY:30,T980'
AT THE CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK 
OF COMMERCE, SIDNEY, B.C.







At the close of the first 
night of bowling for the 
Tuesday Commercial 
—League, Armand Leroux 
amassed a total of 773 
pins, with a high single of 
339. The performance 
resulted in his commencing 
the season with a 257 
average, and he was 
followed by a number of 
other bowlers who also 
surpassed the 2()0-pin mark.
Riddell had hoped to 
combine many of the top 
men bowlers in a “Men’s 
Classic League”, which 
would feature pnly bowlers 
who held very high; 
averages. So far, however;'' 
there has not been niucii' 
interest generated in the
TO COf^TRACTORS
The Saanich Peninsula Parish is preparing to build a new Church in Sidney, B.C. Tenders are invited by the 
undersigned for the Contract Packages listed below. Additional tenders will be invited from time to time for the 
Contract Packages comprising the remainder of the structure.




Sidney, B.C. Telephone 656-2033
M.'Kipot, ■ ' ' , ,
10120 Meadland Road,
, Sidney, B.C. Telephone 656-4066
, Construction Association of Victoria,
1075 Alston,
Victoria, B.C. Telephone 688-3471 
(Inspection only)
Contractors may examine the Documents at the above addresses. Those wishing to take out the Documents may 
obtain them at the first two addresses noted above but must make a returnable deposit of Twenty-Five ($25.00) 
Dollars. Bids must be good for Thirty (30) days.
Bids must be made out on the forms supplied with the Documents.
Tenders will be opened at the address of the undersigned at 3:00 p.m. on the dates noted under each of the 
Coiilrucl Packages listed below.
'CONTRACT. T".'.
E.scavniion, grading and backfill. Closing date 10 Oct.
CONTRACT'2, ^
Concrete, framing, sheathing, instnllation of roof trusses, columns and beams. Closing date 13 Oct.
has been a great deal of 
response from the younger 
set toward the formation of 
a youth league. Bowlers 
below the age of 18 are 
welcome to join the league, 
which bowls on Sunday , 
afternoon. Following the 
addition of a few more 
bowlers in the youth group, 
Riddell will recommend 
affiliation with the Youth 
Bowling Council of 
Canada.
Vacancies exist in the 
Thursday Commerexial 
League, '. which ' h 
between 9 p.m. and 11 p.m.
" At'preset; there are only 
; threfe "''t^ams registered 
' ■ which leaves openi ngs for 
. five complete teams.
“ Last week, high scores 
were once again the rule,; 
rather than the exception, 
as the following suggests:
■ Credit Union League — 
R. Tripp 803 total pins, 360 
high game; Rowena Nunn 
765,342.
Tuesday Commercial —
717, 251; Joan Sexton 679, 
252.
Wed. Legion — Art Ring 
705, 275; Ray Hayes —291.
Ladies (Mermaids) — 
Joy Scott 677, 291.
For those who would like 
to bowl, but are not in ;an 
organized league, there is 
open bowling, at Miracle 
Lanes.
IS
Brandy Courser, 6, 
registered with Youth 
League Sunday at Miracle 
Lanes in Sidney, and 
bowled for first time. 
Brandy is wearing no 
shoes because alleys have 
none small enough to fit.
Tom Cronk Photo
An ad hoc collection of juvenile division hockey 
players from the Saanich Peninsula Minor Hockey 
Association was defeated Sept. 29 by Sidney Freight,of 
the local men’s league.
The game was slightly one-sided in favour of the 
seniors who recorded a 11-3 victory, due mainly to an 
apparent superiority in physical conditioning.
Surprisingly enough, seniors were outskating the 
youngsters, who may at the start of the game, have been 
intimidated by the size of the older players. Shortly 
though, size meant little, and still only a handfull of 
juvenile players could match the skating of Sidney Freight 
lines.
The juveniles appeared to be less inclined to shoot 
when they had obvious chances, otherwise the score could 
easily have been closer. Freight forwards were continually 
left unmarked in front of the opposition nets, which 
accounted for at least five of their goals.
All things considered, the juveniles played fairly well, 
especially since they hadn’t the benefit of a coach. 
Nedzelski, Koot, and the Lench brothers put in some 
outstanding performances, as did Wayne Sandsmark in 
goal.
Darren Lench scored twice for the juveniles, John Koot 
scored the third goal. For Freight, Sparling had two 
goals. Smith had three; Miller two and three assists, 
Wingerter, McKay, Stubbington and the un-named No 8 
each scored once.
SPORTS SHORTS
BASKETBALL: Boys Basketball League play com­
mences at 6:30 p.m. Oct. 11, at North Saanich school, for 
boys aged 9 to 11 years and Oct. 15, for 12 to 14 year 
olds. Teacher Dave Tooby says that following a request 
by parents the league will be finishing at 8 p.m. each 
evening, rather than 9 p'm. as originally planned.
, Youngsters interested in joining can register on the 
above nights at the school gym, Tooby says. •
The new league needs a sponsor for the first year tolbuy 
uniforms for the boys. Tooby can be contacted at 656- 
1129 or 652-5832.
HOCKEY: The Saanich Peninsula Minor Hockey 
Association players commence their 1979-80 season with 
play in an invitational tournament at Memorial Arena in 
Victoria, Oct. 6,7, and 8. Pee Wee Pups, Pee Wee’s, 
Bantams and Midgets team's will participate, according to 
the following schedule:
Saturday, Oct 6: 8:30 - 9:30 a.m. — Midget vs. Vic­
toria; 5:10-6:05 p.m. — Pee Wee vs Victoria; 6:15-7:15 
p.m. — Bantam vs Victoria;
Sunday, Oct 7: 8:55-9:50 a.m, — Midget vs Victoria; 
10 - 11 a.m. — Pee Wee vs Victoria; 11 - 12 a.m. — 
Bantam vs Victoria; 4:15 - 5:10 a.m. — Pee Wee vs 
Victoria; 6:15 - 7:15 p.m. — Midget vs Victoria; 7:15 - 
8:15 p.m. — Bantam vs Victoria
Monday, Oct. 8: 7 - 8 p.m. — Midget vs Victoria
CONTRACT3
Supply and erection of shake roof. C
BILL MOSHER
Once again the Sidney office of Block Bros. 
Really Ltd., i,s very plea.sed to congratulate Bill 
for being lops in sales for the month of Sep­
tember, Bill specializes in residential and com- 
mcicial properties serving his clients in the 
Saanich Peninsula, For professional real e.state 
service call,
Office: Bill Mosher Home:





Jim Rutledge, local tour pro from Uplands captured 
the B.C, Open Golf Championship and a $3,500 share of 
the purse Saturday at Glen Meadows Golf and Country 
Club.
Rutledge was down by three strokes lo Dan 
Halldorson, two-time Manitoba Open Champion, after 
14 holes, but led by two after 18 following Halldorson 
bogies of 16 and 17,
A 14-fpot putt on the final hole gave the 20-year-old 
Rutledge the championship with a 54-holc total of 210; 
six-under six-under par.
The first year pro will be going to San Diego, next 
week, to the USPGA golf school.
CONTRACT 4; '
Supply and ei'ection of built-up roof. Closing dote 15 Oct.
.CONTRACTS,' '
Simply and imstallation ofoUiinblng. Closing date 13 Oct,
CONTRACT 6 .h '
Suonlv and installation of wiring and electrical equipment and fi,xturcs. Closing date 13 Oct.
CONTRACT7
Supply and installation of heating system. Closing date 13 Oct,
CONTRACTU ' • ^
Installation of windows, doors, glass partitions and finish carpentry. Build and in.stall cabinets. Closing date 20
Oct. ■'
CONTRACTU . . .
Apply siding and panelling. Closing date 16 Oct.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6th While They Last
Contracts 1,2, U and 12 may be bid as a combined bid of two or more of these lus well as singly. If bid jointly 
sepal .lie prices must also be quoted foi each.
The lowest or any bid will not neces'arily be accepted.
No Bid Bond is required but the Owner reserves the right to require the Contractor to furnish a Performance 
Bond and a Labor and Material,s I’aymcnt Bond if .so required.
The riosivlulis uf the Fail W.igc:, ,^cl Will ajipl,).
These are Open Bids, not restricted to Union Contractors. Award of Contracts will be conditional on Con­
tractors aggreeing to work alongside of others, regardless of Union affiliation.
Saanich Peninsula Parish 
J.R, Hannan, Chumnan,
Parish Council.
7726 W. Saanich Road,
Saanichton, B.C.
. VdSlMO . '■ .
Used YARDMAN LAWNMOWERS 4 H.P. (Dear-Bag) Used 2 seasons
5 H.P., Used 1 seasonUsed YARDMAN ROTOTIILERS (all in good running
EA.










Csies il you are now in town 
anil feel kind of lost; If you've 
just acldfici a now son or 
daujthtor to your larnily; II 
HE li.»s finally asked you to 
hncomo his wife; II you or 
someone m your family is 












are only on top.,«
Players from Victoria high school and Parklands launch at 11 a.m., an unusual time for a soccer game in the High
themselves into air, intent on heading pass from wing. School Soccer League.
Photo was taken at Parklands School during game played Tom Cronk Photo
By Natalie Block Wartik, M.A.
A $1.95 quart of ice cream containing marshmallows 
and nuts sounds delectable; yet, it caused me some pain 
and not because I ate it. It seems that a certain Martin 
Dellafield ate it and wrote a letter to the editor of a 
newspaper about it. He purchased this delicacy, rocky- 
road ice cream with nuts clearly showing through the 
see-through celephane top of the package. But the 
confection, far from sweetening his disposition, turned 
him quite sour because he found that the nuts did not 
permeate the entire quart and were deceivingly 
sprinkled only on the top.
Well, that is disappointing as any rocky-road af- 
fectionado will admit, and 1 felt very simpatico with 
poor ole Marty when 1 read about the fraud perpetrated 
on him by that conniving ice cream company. What’s 
more, I can sympathize with all the other disappointed 
Marties involved in this plot and wonder what the ice 
cream company does with the money it saves by not 
putting in all those nuts!
Yes, I did empathize, but my distress really erupted 
when later on in his letter Dellafield compared this 
deceiving quart of ice cream to life. Marty complains 
that life is full of disappointments. He says that life 
plays dirty tricks on us just like that sly ice cream 
maker.
For instance, we choose a career, prepare for it, and 
then discover we don’t even like it. Or we save for a 
grand and glorious trip and come home tired and 
disappointed. Or we woo and win our spouse, but as the 
years go by, we wonder was it worth the trouble.
The petulant fellow leaves us with this advice for 
living. We should subdue our expectations, not expect 
too much, not set our sights too high because... 
remember, the nuts are only on top. Life is, in so many 
words, a disillusionment.
Well, of course, we all know that, life is not a bowl of 
cherries, but is it really like a quart of rocky-road ice 
cream sans nuts? If we all accept Dellafield’s analogy, 
we’d never have children, never love, nor allow our­
selves to be loved. We’d never strive for excellence, 
never rebel against injustice, nor champion a cause.
Certainly we’d see no sense in trying to get more from 
life leave alone contribution to it. Must we give up the 
road just because it may be rocky? Using the analogy 
further, perhaps the rocky part on top can be the spur 
for digging down where we may discover smoother 
texture, smoother going further on.
Even though we find the unexpected and surprising in 
our daily ‘.‘scooping” must we settle for just plain
vanilla because that is safer, familiar, and we know we 
can cope with blandness? Are we to give up the search 
for the zesty anticipation of possibly finding goodies 
somewhere in life’s vast churn, never to stand on tiptoe 
excitedly licking'our lips at the endless variety of the 
flavours of living?
One indication that many of us are not willing to 
settle for the safe and the routine is the popularity of 
various therapy movements and books on self- 
improvement designed to help people become more 
energetic, successful, alive. Books such as The You That 
Could Be, Your Erroneous Zones, How To Be Awake 
and Alive, are evidence that people search for more in 
life. The trend back to more structured belief systems 
show that people seek new models to which they can 
aspire.
Dr. Silvano Arieti, a New York psychiatrist who co­
authored ‘‘Love Can Be Found” and who recently 
wrote a review of do-it-yourself therapies has this to say 
about coping mechanisms such as the disgruntled ice 
cream eater suggests.
‘‘To subdue our expectations may help us to have a 
thicker skin, but it is only a superficial way of coping 
with the world.” Arieti suggests that we increase our 
sensitivity and knowledge about ourselves, enlarge our 
realm of consciousness both within and without; in that 
way we gain insight into what we are doing that makes 
life fall so short of expectation.
According to Arieti, . if we find the cause of our 
discomfort, we can save ourselves much of the 
disillusionment and begin to reach out for and find 
those delectable successes and fulfillments that do 
indeed permeate the very centre of a satisfying 
existence.
Professor Hans Strupp of Vanderbilt University says, 
‘‘Human beings as we know, have a remarkable 
capacity for deceiving themselves, for hiding problems 
from themselves and others, and for asserting that the 
problem is of a certain kind when it is really something 
very different.”
You have the privilege of choosing safe ole vanilla, 
but mental health associations are devoted to the other 
approach; that is, to affording people a look at their 
other options, at the countless succulent varieties of 
satisfaction, expectation, and achievement available.
When we are in touch with our own feeling, our own 
patterns of behaviour and their subconscious origins, 
we do not have to choose the staid, the pat, but can 
approach life jubilantly with the hope that makes us 
men and not robots.
111188
Peninsula soccer, in its 
second week of operation, 
has registered 340 boys this 
season,- 83 of whom are in 
the ‘‘farm” team groups. It 
was unfortunate that there 
were only three girls 
registered this year — this 
necessitated dropping the 
planned team in the girl’s 
league, says spokesman 
Dale Gibson.
The competitive 
divisions, 1 through 9, have 
been supplied with 18 teams 
from the peninsula area this 
year, and all but the 
division 9 teams have 
commenced play.
Division 9 will commence 
its season Oct. 13. Farm
teams, comprised of 
children aged six and seven, 
are not involved in com­
petitive play, other than 
intra-squad games,
A report by the Peninsula 
Warrior’s manager, ex­
plained that the 2-2 draw 
between the Warriors and 
Bays/United Barbarians, 
Sept 29, was partially due to 
excellent goaltending by the 
Bays/United keeper.
The goalposts proved to 
be obstacles to his forwards 
as well, negating a number 
of excellent scoring op­
portunities.
Treavor Skakun, Doug 
Scott, and Graeme White 
exhibited good ball control
ac-and defensive play, 
cording to the 
Forwards Glen Dphnely 
aifd: Darren Sam collecte^^ 
the Warrior goals.
Results of other games 
’ during the: weekend are as 
follows:
Div. Ic - Jets 12 Goredon 
Head Cablevisioh 0; 
Falcons 7 Lansdowne 
Evening Optimists 0.
Div 2b - Flyers 5 Gordon 
Head Saunders and Hit- 
chman 1 .
Div 4b - DCougars 1 
Juan de Fuca Belmont 
Collision 2
Div 4c - Thunderbirds 0 
Bays/United Titans 1
Div 5 b - Dolphins 1
Gordon Head Machinists 2 
; Div 6BB ! Hornets 0 
Juan de Fuca Coreland
'Developments^ '
Ddiv 6d - Cobras 2 
Bays/United Unicorns 3 
Div 7b - Eagles 4 Gordon 
Head Cosmos 0 '
Div 7d - Warriors 2 
Bays/United.Barbarians 2 
Div 8 - Kickers 1 Lakehill 
Buckle Electric 1; SteelersS 
Gordon Head Cosmos 2; 
Rovers 0 Gorge Buccaneers 
1; Leopards 0 Bays/United 
Cyclones 4.
Due to the Thanksgiving 
holiday there will be no 




DIV. Meam ; " ; GP T GA ' PTS. '
Peninsula Jets / 2 \ 0 14 :'2
Peninsula Falcons 0 0 9 ;:"/2''2b Peninsula Flyers ^ 0 -A ■.4 b .nSnihsula Cougars ;, " 0 2 0 Zj-:2:i4c Peninsula Thunderbirds I;"' "b ;L,.;-' 0 0;'5b;. Peninsula Dolphins A 'o'V.;- ■'I'V. 0 2. .'■■"'"O'6b Peninsula Hornets ■ ■■ ■■2 - 0 ■. 2 0 b6d Peninsula Cobras 0 1 1 5 : "-J:7b Peninsula Eagles . 2 '■ 2 ■ 0 0 7 ;■■■■■ 2'' 'V' A7d Peninsula Warriors 2 1 0 1 6 .■','■■"3:.8 „ Peninsula Leopards 2 0 2 ■ '■ 0 ; 2 8 0
Peninsula Kickers 2 0 1 1 1 2
Peninsula Steelefs 2 1 0 T 11 4 3
Peninsula Rovers 1 0 1 0 0 1 0









The Vancouver Island 
Appaloosa Horse Club 
sponsored its first 13 years 
and under show Sept. 29. 
Class results were as 
follows:
Class 1 — best turned out 
pony/horsc and rider: 1. 
Archer's Tomahawk, Elscn 
Den Uoer; 2, Seren, Sarah 
Evans; 3. Misty, Steven 
Lacheit,
lfiin*lfIt Gordon hotted 
. fliit-evii , 13**iHtl!*uiidct‘ 
horse show on her Old* 
field ftond property, nnd 
acted m Judge for ihc 
competition. The
Appnioose Hone Ouh 
iiictulitriiSdp prc5«il¥d her,
with engraved silver tray. 
In recogiiittlon of her 
efforts on their behalf,
Tom Cronh ph«ito
Class 2 -- English 
pleasure, 10 nnd under: 1. 
Kelvin June Bug, Tanya 
Hardy; 2, Weasel, Veryan 
Angus; 3. Lo>cnl Sugar, 
TcrlMann.
Class 3 — English 
pleasure, 10 thru 13: 1. 
Ciona, Knthcrnc Wid- 
dowsin; 2. Ripple Rock, 
Fat Food; 3. Fonz, Kirn 
Akers.
Class 4--Shetland pony 
pleasure: 1. Everlasting 
Love, Bruce Allan; 2. 
Misty, Rebecca Howard; 3. 
Droopy, Vikki Coppingcr.
Class 5 — Equitation 10 
and under: I. Weasel, 
Veryan Angus; 2. Shadow, 
Allison Pledger; 3, Pent* 
wyn, Rebecca Benny,
Class r, — equiiftflon, it 
thru 13; I. Ripple Rock, 
Pat Food; 2. Budwcisc, 
Frances Widdowsmt; 3. 
Ciotiu, ivatliciuc VVid* 
dowson, '
Cln.ss 7 slow trot, 8 
thru 13; 1. Fonz, Kim 
Aktis; 2. Honda, Crystal
MacDonald; 3. Hcaniad 
Garanda, Michelle Web­
ster.
Class 8 —• lead-line, 7 nnd 
under (cannot cross-enter 
any other class): 1, Jingles, 
Lara Wear; 2. Misty, 
Steven Lacheit; 3. 
Everlasting Love, Corcen 
Allan.
Class 9 — working 
luintcr under saddle, 10 and 
under: 1. Cherokee, Sherrie 
Isacson; 2. Pentwyn, 
Rebecca Berry; 3, Dawns 
Platimim Miss, Su/.nnnn 
Wi,son,
Class 10 — working 
hunter under saddle, 11 
thru 13: 1'. Ripple Rock, 
Pat Food; 2. Ciona, 
Knthcrnc Widdowsin; 3, 
Fonz, Kim Akers.
Class 11 road hack, 10 
nnd under: 1. Kelvin June 
Bug, Tanya Hardy; 2, 
Cherokee, Sherrie Isncsori; 
3. Weasel, Veryan Angus.
Class 12—- road hack, 11 
thru 13: 1, Fonz, Kim 
Akers; 2, Anatcfka, Janet 
Larriont; .1. Ripple Rock, 
Pat Food.
Class 13 “- special class
— judge’s decision; 1. 
M i s s 0 n 1 a 'F r I c k s t (* f , 
Shiumon McOillivary; 2. 
Kate, Cathie Aspol; 3. 
Jewel Drift, Mary Mackny,
Class 14 ' tidc'ifbutk.
1, Fozy-l,.ady, Leah Shaw;
2, Ciona, Kaihernc Wid­
dowsin; 3. Cindy Fid- 
.dksiick, Isabel! Zankcr,
Research at the 
Agriculture Canada 
Research Station in Sidney 
has shown that the use of 
insecticidal soap mixed with 
a petrochemical insecticide 
against winter moth can 
reduce the use of the 
petrochemical insecticide to 
onc-cighth of the previously 
recommended amount.
Jack Arrand, of the 
c n 10 m 010 B y - p I a n t 
pathology branch of the 
ministry of ngriculture, says 
the research represents a 
breakthrough in the 
reduction of the use of 
petrochemical insecticides.
Representatives of local 
municipal parks branches 
have been briefed on this 
and other developments In 
the fight against the leaf- 
hungry winter moth by 
federal and provincial 
scientists.
Scrglc Condrashoff, of 
professional ecological 
services, gave a brief 
rundown at a Sept. 20 
meeting on the state of the 
biological control program, 
Initiated last spring. The 
rclca.se of two highly 
specific natural enemies of 
winter moth, cyzenis 
rilbienns, a fly, and agi^pon 
navcolalum, a tiny wasp, 
proceeded smoothly ami 
■will be rcptat'i'Al in'SORO. An 
nddliional $12,b00 from the 
provincial ministry of 
agriculture will further the 
liiogriun,
He cautioned however, 
that the effects of biological 
control are giaduid but arc 
cxj'HXted to l>« complete.
1:he
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Barristers, Solicitors & Notaries Public 
are' pleased to announce that they are now 




















LEG LAMB SAUSAGE MEAT
4179 lb. 1 lb. 89'
SMOKED PORK SIDES
PICNICS 60-70 lb. ave.
.b.6y $109 lb. i
Saanich school board has 
echoed Sidney council’s 
concern that construction 
of an overpass at the in­
tersection of Pat Bay High­
way and Wain Road 
requires immediate at­
tention.
At a recent meeting the^ 
board moved to send a 
letter to Alex Fraser, 
minister of transportation, 
communications and high­
ways, explaining that, the 
overpass is “a matter of 
some urgency”.
The board’s move 
follows a letter from North 
Saanich Mayor George 
Westwood to Fraser in 
which Westwood suggests 
that the overpass and the 
development of pathways 
for pedestrians and cyclists
be included in the overall 
planning sessions rather 
than in isolation.
Board chairman Lois. 
Walsh noted that the 
overall improvements to 
Pat Bay Highway are ‘‘not 
pressing”, but that the 
overpass at Wain Road is. 
‘‘It has to be dealt with as a 
special issue”, said Mrs. 
Walsh.
Trustee Rubymay 
Parrott, also agreed, 
commenting that the North 
Saanich council ‘‘is cir­
cumventing the immediate 
problem — getting kids 
across Wain.”
Trustee Roy Hyndman 
added that the issue is ‘‘very 
simple” and that he could 
not understand Mayor 
Westwood’s response.
Bumper to Bumper opens
Weight loss In cutting' boning and trimming will Increase the price 
per pound.
Mon.-Thur. 8-5 p.m.; Fri. 8-6 p.m.; Closed Sat. & Sun.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
The ever-expanding Bumper to Bumper chain of auto 
parts stores has opened up shop here in Sidney with a 
store at 2412 Beven Avenue.
Ever-expanding? You better believe it. The Sidney 
Bumper to Bumper store is the 41st store that has opened 
in B.C., in the last 18 months.
That brings to 170 the nurnber of stores under the 
Bumper to Bumper banner in Canada.
Ronald Andrew, longtime Sidney auto parts specialist, 
will manage the new store.
Bumper to Bumper is a national network of combined 
retail and wholesale stores that serve both the 
professional and do-it-yourself market. Nearly 70 per 
cent of the stores are independently owned and operated.
Most Bumper to Bumper stores carry an inventory of 
more than 30,000 different stock items, something that 
should benefit both the local professionals and the self­
installers. .
Visitors from Seattle, Barbara Fredericks [left] 
and Jane Rady, take advantage of fine fall weather with a 
bit of sunbathing at Sidney harbour last week. Girls were
on a four to five-day bicycle tour of Vancouver Island, 
when they stopped in Sidney.




Sidney’s popular flea 
market opens its doors 
again this Sunday at 8:30 
a.m. in Sanscha Hall. The 
market is held regularly 
Sundays through until 
spring.
The flea market brings a 
tidy Slim of revenue an­
nually to Sanscha, North 
Saanich Aid. Eric Sher­
wood said Monday. The 
hall is totally self- 
supporting with regard to 
its operation" and - main­
tenance costs, he said.
Despite complaints from 
parents and students. Royal 
Oak middle school will 
continue to start classes 
one-half hour earlier than 
last year — at least until 
Saanich school board can 
examine more fully its bus 
schedule.
The issue of the early 
school opening actually 
started when the board 
made its first decision to 
move the starting time 
ahead just 15 minutes in 
order to solve problems 
with busing.
Apparently, students in 
the southern section of the 
district and especially those 
at Royal Oak, were being 
unduly delayed in arriving 
home after school.
However, the board was 
j; later .tql^,t^t.rdespite the 
move to open the school 15 
minutes early, the late 
afternoon bus was still a
problem.
Thus, at a recent ‘‘in 
camera” meeting the board 
opted to move the school’s 
starting time ahead a 
further 15 minutes to 8:15 
a.m., hoping in this way the 
late, afternoon bus situation 
could be solved.
However,' that decision 
prompted a letter from the 
secretary of the Royal Oak 
school committee, Willa 
Burke, in which she outlines 
the parents’ concerns.
Mrs. Burke points out 
that parents were not made 
aware of the possibility of 
the change in starting time 
and asked why the decision 
was made ‘‘in camera”.
She goes on to ask ■ the 
district to delay the school 
starting time 15 minutes, 
1. citing a number of reaspnsi 
for the move. ;
Mrs. Burke said parents 
are concerned about the
children who will be either 
riding their bicycles to 
school or walking to the 
bus stop in the dark during 
the winter months.
The committee secretary 
also said that students who 
are bused must wake up 
“extremely early” and then 
ride the bus for sometime 
all prior to 8:15 a.m. She 
commented that students 
on the Cordova Bay bus 
route must ride for 40 
minutes to get to school.
Finally, she chastized the 
district for not giving the 
bus schedule more priority 
SO that it can ‘‘be settled in 
June rather than, the 
eleventh hour decision we
are faced with this year”.
District superintendent 
Don Smyth replied to the 
letter prior to the board 
meeting and told the 
committee secretary that 
the board would consider it.
Smyth also tried to 
outline some of the reasons 
for the early opening, 
including the need to 
eliminate the one late af­
ternoon bus.
Smyth wrote that 
solutions to the problems 
are being explored, in­
cluding the possibility of 
additional buses for the 
southern section of the 
district.
At the board meeting.
trustees expressed their, 
concern for the problem, 
and trustee Dr. Gerry 
Kristianson suggested that 
the recent arrival of a new 
bus for the southern section 
of the district could 
‘‘minimize the problem.”
. As to the suggestion that 
the start of school be 
delayed 15 minutes to 8:30 
a.m., Hans Schneider, 
superintendent of the 
physical plant told trustees 
it would make the situation 
more difficult. ,
The board promised to 
have the problem examined 




NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
a.: teachers 
to rrwet
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRIGES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
n
Notice is hereby given that all persons who deem themselves to be affected by t.he proposed amendments to me 
Zoning Bylaw No. 345, 1969, will be afforded an opportunity to be heard on the matters contained therein 
before the Council of the Town of Sidney at a Public Hearing to be held in the Council Chambers, Toyvn Hall, 
2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B.C. on Monday, October 15th, 1979, at 7:30 p.m.
A copy of the proposed bylaws may be inspected at the Town Hall, Sidney, B.C. from Monday to Friday be­
tween the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
The effect of these bylaws will be to amend the Zoning Bylaw as follows:
Bylaw No. 659
To provide for the i.ssuance of Development Permits and to designate the following properties as a development 
Permit Area:- Lots 1 to 6 inclusive. Plan 3043; Lots 2, 3, 4, 5 &7, Plan 7356; Lot 1, Plan 25533; and Section 92 
Island.
still only from $21.00 uf
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free parking 
Downtown location
Weekly, monthly & farhily 
rates
For brochure and. reservations write;
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
B45 Mornbv St,, Voncouv«r, 0,C. V6Z IvTor Phone nroa 604.6tl7.67S1.
Saanich school board has 
decided to add a total of 2.2 
teachers to its district staff 
despite strong objections 
from one of its board 
members.
Trustee Jade Armstrong 
told the board at a recent 
meeting that the district was 
already $75,000 over budget 
and could not afford ad­
ditional teaching staff.
Armstrong also remarked 
that the pupil/teacher ratio 
in the district has been 
steadily decreasing instead 
of increasing as the board 
had planned in February.
However, Armstrong’s 
protests concerned only the
addition of a .2 teacher to 
Sansbury/McTayish School 
and not the addition of the 
other two teachers.
Those two teachers- 
paraprofessional aids for 
handicapped children — 
will be on staff uritil the end 
of the school term next 
June and their salaries will 
be paid by the provincial 
government and not the 
local district.
The aides have been 
assigned to Cordova Bay 
School and Royal Oak 
School. Trustee Dr. Gerry 
Kristianson told trustees the 
paraprofcssional aides are 
necessary and that the
wy..‘hlU A 1. A DAY COLGATE TOOTHPASTE
100 ML
y/i,'T'-y





To rezone Lot 40, Section 11, Range 4 Ea.st, North Saanich Plan 1340, from 'Residential' to 'Commcrclar,
HOT OIL TREATMENT
FOR YOUR HAIR - 4 TREATMENTS
HOME PERM
^2J9
provincial government has 
agreed.
Where Armstrong did 
object was in the addition 
of a .2 teacher for San- 
sbury/McTavish School. 
‘‘It seems to me we’re 
headed in the wrong 
direction,” commented 
Armstrong, adding ‘‘I think 
we’re having a snow job 
here.”
However, Kristianson 
rejected the “snow job” 
implication and pointed out 
that under the 
pupil/teacher ratio agreed 
to by the board in 
February, San-
sbury/McTavish School 
was entitled to an ad­
ditional .8 teacher instead 
of just a.2 increase
Trustee Rubymay Parrott 
echoed that viewpoint when 
she .said, “I think this is 
immnnently sensible and 
something the two schools 
arc prepared to go along 
with.”
The district ha.s now 
added a total of 3.2 
teachers to Us payroll than 
was budgetled for In 
February, however, trustees 
also noted that enrolment 
has jumped by 65 from the 
projected figure nccounting 
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bated at Sidney, B.C, this 27ih day of Scpicmbei , 1979.
-------------—---------^ .






























REGULAR & MINT 100 ML.
1$
An anonymous donation 
of $900 for purchase of a 
dermatome was announced 
by administrator John 
Stevens at the Sept, 27 
meeting of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital board.
Members of the 
hospital's medical and. 
administrative staff will be 
attending a two-day 
seminar in Vancouver, and 
seven senior staff members ■ 
arc taking courses in 
hospital administration and 
nursing unit management,
A letter of resignation 
from Ted Browne was 
accepted with regret and the 
appointment of a jmeeewor 
was tabled for con­
sideration,
Tito next board meeting 
will take place Oct. 2,5,
Wednesday, Octobers, 1979
THE review




Williams captured top 
honors at the Saanich 4-H 
Goat and Fodder Club’s 
25th ■ Anniversary
Achievement Goat Shovv.
held Sept. 21 at Saanichton 
Fairground.
Williams topped the 
show with the most 
aggregate points in the three 
classes — showmanship, 
judging and standing-in- 
ring. A senior member of 
"the club, Nancy is also 
treasurer, and the club’s' 
junior leader in charge of 
fund-raising.
Nancy is now in her 
eighth year in the 4-H, 
during the first four of 
which she also chalked up a 
fine record in the South 
Saanich 4-H Home Arts 
(sewing).
The last four years Nancy 
has been a hard worker in 
both the Saanich 4-H Home 
Arts and the 4-H Goat and 
Fodder clubs. In June she 
graduated from the Grade 
12 class of Claremont high 
school and is presently 
enrolled in first year science 
at the University of Vic­
toria.
Her first year, leading 
toward a degree in 
agricultural science, is being 
partly financed by a 4-H 
scholarship totalling $500 
and provided by the B.C. 
Fairs Association.
The achievement show is 
the most important show of 
ahe year for the 4-H 
• youngsters because at this
show the members’ work on 
their goats and other 4-H 
projects is evaluated for the 
records of the department 
of agriculture’s 4-H 
division.
Achievement judge this 
year was Robert Barker, a 
former member of the 
Saanich 4-H Goat Club 
with an outstanding judging 
record.
Rob is presently taking 
his third year of accounting 
and business administration 
at Simon Fraser University, 
but welcomed the op­
portunity to return to 
Saanich and judge the very 
special silver anniversary 
show.
Special guest of honor at 
the show was O.C. Keynon, 
president of the Victoria 
Kiwanis, the club’s 
sponsor. In addition, he 
presented Kiwanian rosettes 
to the champions in each of 
the classes.
Judging of the four milk 
goats kicked off the 
proceedings and in the 
junior group (boys and girls 
between nine and 11) 
Michael Gait and 
Christiana Parfett tied for 
first place.
Todd Williams emerged 
on top in the intermediate 
class (12 to 14 years), while 
Nancy Williams took the 
number one spot in seniors 
(15 to 19 years).
In the goat showmanship 
section it was Suzanne 
Armour capturing the 
junior title with Davis Bos
Airport commissioii eyed
Decisions concerning 
airports should be made by 
local “airport com­
missions” similar to the 
present harbor boards, 
rather than by Transport 
Canada, according to 
North Saanich Mayor 
George Westwood.
Westwood said that 
people in the local areas can 
make judgments as to 
airport needs better than 
someone who is “not close 
to the situation”.
Westwood’s comments 
came in resppnse to recently 
published reports that the 
new Conservative gover­
nment plans to scale down
improvements to Pat Bay 
Airport.
According to reports, the 
federal government has 
decided to reduce proposed 
spending on the airport 
from $12 million to $4 
million.
Improvements that 
would be put aside by the 
spending cuts would include 
upgraded customs and 
luggage handling facilities, 
both of which are now 
regarded as less than 
adequate.
A meeting has been 
scheduled for Oct. 16 in 
Victoria to discuss the 
airport. In attendance will
be Mel Haggurd, director 
of the Transport Canada 
task force on airports, and 
representatives of area 
municipalities, including 
Sidney and North Saanich.
Westwood said the 
meeting will look at the 
possibility of establishing 
an airport commission in an 
effort to decentralize 
airport control.
Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey said she would not 
comment until she had read 
through all the in­
formation, but did say the 
Oct. 16 meeting would 
examine airport
management.




NOW IS THE TIME 
TO HAVE YOUR 
WINTER COATS CLEANED
—Rcsesoncsbie Rates—
Nancy Williams shows off her purebred 
Nubian yearling goat ^^Deidre” and plaque she 
received as grand champion showman.
Saanich school board has 
decided to shelve for the 
time being a proposal to 
lease a mini-computer for 
the school district.
the intermediate champion 
and Nancy Williams the 
senior champion. Nancy 
also won the overall grand 
championship.
In the standing-in-ring 
category (evaluation of the 
goats), Cammie Wallace 
showed the champion kid 
— a good-looking brown 
Toggenberg. Meanwhile, 
Maxine Vanzetta’s white 
Saanen kid grabbed the 
runner-up spot.
In the yearlings it was 
Suzanne Armour’s Alpine
goat coming out on top 
with Nancy Williams’ 
Nubian the reserve 
champion.
David Bos took the 
championship in the milk 
goat class with a 10-year- 
old Tog milker while Tom 
Rossner’s two-year-old 
Saanen picked up the 
reserve championship.
Bos also captured the 
grand championship with is 
goat “Maule Rose”, while 
Rossner’s “Maule Sylvia” 
took the reserve title.
In making the decision, 
the board took to heart the 
recommendation of 
assistant secretary-treasurer 
Jack King and Trusffee Roy 
Hyndman who told trustees 
it would be wiser to defer 
the proposal until more 
information was obtained.
The proposed computer 
could save the district as 
much as $300 a month or 
$3,000 a year over the 
present system.
However. Hyndman
reported that the computer 
contains “potential dif­
ficulties” and could create 
“uncertainties of where we 
would go in a few years”.
King and Hyndman told 
the board they had attended 
a conference of about a 
dozen school districts that 
currently use the mini­
computer system.
They advised the board 
to continue to remain in 
contact with the other 
districts in order to learn 
more about the computer.
King said the only 
problem with the computers 
is when the users want to 
branch out into new areas, 
something not done by
another user before. He 
also added that as far as the 
basic program was involved 
there were no problems.
Hyndman warned 
trustees not to wait too long 
before making a decision on 
the computer. He pointed 
out it is currently costing 
the board more than if they 
had a computer.
As well, he said, it would 
be better to move into 
computers on a gradual 
basis in order to properly 
train personnel. He closed 
by noting that the board 
will probably need such a 
computer very soon 
anyway.
TAKE THE 
FAMILY OUT FOR 
THANKSGIVING
TO THE
Incidents of vandalism 
and public mischief Friday 
night highlighted a busy 
weekend of criminal in­
vestigations by the Central 
Saanich police.
The flashing redTight at 
Central Saanich Road and 
Mt. Newton X Road w'as 
smashed by vandals Friday 
night. That same night 
vandals drove a “roller”; h
on Stelly’s Road Friday 
night.
The flashing barriers at 
the intersection of Wallace 
Drive and Sluggett were 
knocked over by vandals 
Friday night. The white 
reflector posts and sand­
bags on Wallace and 
Central Saanich Road were 
also pushed over.
Central Saanich police 
were also called; oh to in-belonging to^ 'yieforiS 
Paying, downUaldon westigate a number of thefts 
Road. ; V this week, including more
than $550 in boating 
equipment from two boats 
at James Island Wharf.
Police report that some 
$350 in equipment was 
stolen from one boat at the
the other.
A house oh Kersey Road 
reported the theft of about 
$400 in lumber. In addition, 
a saddle valued at more 
than $300 was reported 
stolen from a home on 
Central Saanich Road.
Finally, police report that 
three minors were charged 
with possession of alcohol 
Friday night; The rninors 
were stopped by police in a 
road check.
As a result of routine 
checks, two impaired 
driving charges were laid. 
In other police news this 
week three minors were 
charged with possession of 
alcohol, one driver was 
suspended for 24 hours, 
and another persons was 





has a Comp!@t@ Stock of 
Smoko Pipo and Insulated Chimneys 
;; •■ for immediate delivery. V




Oct. 7-8, 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
VEGETABLE SOUP






at the intersection of 
Wallace Drive and West 
Saanich Road were 
knocked over as were 
similar barricades at the 
corner of We.st Saanich 
Road and Verdier.
Some $200 damage 
resulted from a beer bottle 
being thrown through a 
window of a home on West 
Saanich Road Friday night. 
At another home that night, 
this time on Verdier, a sign 
was torn down by vandals.
Windows were also 
broken at the Brentwood 
United Church Friday 
night. Damage was 
e.stimated at $30. A pair of 
six-foot trees were broken 
by vandals at the entrance 
to a Simpson Road home.
wharf while about $230 in 
equipment vVas stolen from
Sidney RCMP reported a 
fairly quiet week vyith 
persons being drunk in a 
public place their biggest 
problem. Police picked up a 
total" of eight persons this 
week for being drunk in a 
public place.
In addition, vandals in a 
car drove over the lawn of 
the home on Early Place 
Friday night. The pop 
machine at Spelt's Oarage 
was broken into Friday 
night, as well,
Police were also called to 
disperse a noisy party of 





FICTION & NON-FICTION TITLES
We have to moke room 
for our Christmas Stock.
GIFT LAY-AWAY PLAf^
Owl's Eye Bookstore
2498 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
SIDNEY
2411 Beacon Av©., Sidney 656-2712
FALL FLYER FOLLOW UF
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REFff.t 100’ 2 rolls
NABOB 3 07,.
JELLY POWDER







2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
SIDNEY
Would you like to name this 
attractive commercial 
building that we have just 
listed? It fronts on the S.W. 
cornier of Beacon and 2nd. 
See us soon for all par­
ticulars. M.L.S.
We would also like to show 
you one of Sidney’s best 
quality homes. It is very 
spacious, lovely in-law 
suite, drive-in garage and 




Paul Hyatt 656-3150 
Oh yes! We hope to see you 
at the “October Fest”, 
Sanscha Hall, Friday, 
October 26.








Comfortable 3 bdrm. 
bungalow. - Only 9-years- 
old. Separate laundry and 
i storage: fbomi^ Gony^ient 
location.
‘ NEW LISTING 
Terrific 3 bdrm. house with^ 




7.50; acre properly just 
south of Sidney. Not only 
are there seaviews but there 
is also a part of the property 
on the ocean. 3 bdrm. 
bungalow. MLS.
SPLIT LEVEL: 
Well-built 3 bdrm. home on 
a quiet cul-de-sac. There are 
many extras that make this 
home an excellent buy at 
$67,500: MLS.
MINI FARM
2.45 acre property on 
McTavish Rd. Renovated in 
1973 the house now has 
over 1,950 sq. ft. upstairs, 
Call now for more in­
formation. MLS.
BUILDING LOT 
.5 acre lot at Ardmore and 
Falkirk. Well is already in. 
Passed perc test in 1976. 














80x110 Ft. lot, ready for 
building. Water mains. 
Perc. tested. Warm 
swimming ' beach, golf, 
tennis, etc. $14,900.
TATLOW & LAUREL 
Va-I ac. parcels on south 
slope. Treed and cleared, 
from $26,500.
SEAVIEW
Unique .7 ac. property on 
Curteis Point, with 
magnificent seaview. Level 




2 lots 54x100 level, cleared, 
close to Beacon. $85,000. 
FOR RENT
675 sq. ft. office space for 
professional, $310 mo. ' 
SOLDOUT
Almost all our listings have 
sold! Thinking of selling? 
Call us now! The 
Calgarians are coming!
- : : , k.'DROST ' .
656-4000 656-2427
ML SSTATgm MT
BACHELOR SUITE. $160 MO.
Avoilable Oct. 1st, Suitable for older 
woman. Coll 743*5106 or652*4718. 
36-tf '
1.25 ACRES LIGHT INDUSTRIAL with 
3,200 sq. ft. bldg, for rent in Sidney. 
Whole or portion. Coll 385-7721. 34-tf-
OF P HALL • Weddings, meetings. 
Dances, Parties, etc. For more in­
formation phone 656*2368. 26-tf
THREE BEDROOM APT. Available 
immediately. Conveniently located in 
Sidney. Children welcome. No pets. 
References on request. Phone 656* 
S116ofter6 p.m. 40
NEW 800 SQ. FT. OFFICE SPACE for 
rent at $3.50 ft. Corner Mills Rd. and 
McDonald Pork Rd. Phone 656-7201. 
41
TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 
Juniper Place, Sidney. Four op- 
plionces, drapes, w-to*w carpets, 1 Vi 
bothrooms. Available October 15. 
Phone owner 652-4279. 40
Em ESTATE ' 
WANTED TQ EENT
WATERFRONT FARM, preferably in 
the Gulf of Georgia or B.C. coast. 
Require year-round sheltered 
mooroge, southern exposure ond 
ample wotor. Must be in excess of 10 
acres. Form preferred, but will 
consider acreage that has farm 
potentioi. Principal dealings 
preferred. Bonafide private buyer. 
Write: Box 151, c/o BCYCNA, 808 - 
207 West Hastings St., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B1H7. 38-3
, TWO ACRE ;
: : ,LEVEL LOTS '>;:/
Exclusive Towner Park area 
of North Saanich, grassy, 
gently; sloping view lots 
close to beach access.; Both 
lots ; perd; tested. Bright, 




Two properties, total of 2.2 
3 wooded acres, on municipal 
water and one well, with 
large i garden. 2 bedroom 




OpiNG AWAY THIS WINTER? 
Reliable Sask. couple, core for or rent 
furnished house or apartment for 3*4 
months. Sidney area. Phono 306*375* 
2312, write Mrs. J. Stoffin, Box 364, 
Kyle, Sask, SQL ITO. 40
RESPONSIBLE PIANIST NEEDS cottage 
or one bedroom suite where a piano 
will be accepted. Reasonable rent. 
CqI 1595-4930 after 5 p. m.  40
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE or cottage. 
Must be by water. Coal ond wood 
heat OK. Pot Bay or outside Sidney 
proper. Will do minor handywork, 
yard, etc. Bette-Anno, 385-0209. 40
CHRTsTIANToum REQUIRES "3
bdrm.' home, unfurnished. 
Reasonable rent for Oct. 15th. Phope 
658-8528. 40
QUIET, MATURE LADY with small 
well-trained dog requires two 
bedroom apailrrient or house to-rent 
immediotely. Box M, Sidney Review. 
■40'.. ^
SEMI-RETIRED GENT REQUIRES un­
furnished one bedroom suite or.small 
: bgu/e,,CgH 386-3275. _ / 40
is:MISC:;P0S:6ilE
NEW AND GOOD USED. 
AT IpW PRICES. ..
BUY-sAi:;TRADEK;
See our stock of Wagon Wheels; 
DEU'S USED FURNITURE a 
; ANTIQUE SAIES 
2144A Keating Cross Rd.':
; 6S2.262r
MISC. FOS sm.
CANNING TOMATOES. 20 lb. coses. 
Larger tomatoes. $5 case; smaller 
tomatoes, $3 case. Valentine Farm, 
1828 John Rd. 656-4696.40 ' 
24 IN. ELECTRIC RANGE (white), $90; 
kitchen suite, table, four chairs, $60; 
sewing machine, console type, $25; 
Paymoster cheque writer (new), 
$150; sale of misc. items. Friday. Oct.
5, Soturdoy, Oct. 6, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
2255 Weller Ave. 656-3036.^
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT for elght-yoar- 
old and mags, 4x4'/]-13 in. Deotty 
wringer washer. 656-5646 after 5:30
CANADIANA OAK DRESSEr” «rved.
largo swing bovolled mirror, bow 
front, $200; large wicker chair, $60; 
six inch thick covered foam mattress, 
39x72, $35; 39 In. hoodboard, white, 
$7; 36 in. box spring with legs. $5. 
656-0265. ^0
SOUP TO NUTS 
Sidney Noturoi Foods 
2354 Beacon Ave.
Come in and try the soup.
We have a now soup maker.
SHE'S TERRIFICl 43
EGGS
Sidney Natural Foods needs a supply 
of Fresh Eggs (free run) for their 
customers. If you can help pleose call 
656-4634. 40
URINE-ERASE saves carpets! 
Guarantees removol (dog, cot, 
humon) urine stains, odors from 
corpots. Free brochure! Dept. A. 
Reidell Chemicals Ltd,, Box 7500, 
London. Ont.NSY 4X8.40 
POSTAL-CODE ADDRESS-LABELS. By 
the HANDICAPPED. Script print up to 
6 lines 300 gummed labels $2.95. Mail 
order & cheque to; Handicapped- 
Labels. Box 7111, Depot D. Victoria, 
B.C.V98 4Z2. ■43
CHAIN LINK FENCE, residential- 
commercial. All sizes and shapes. 
381-6313. evenings 656-3392. 40.
1977 CAT 966C, Weldco grapple, 
ROPS cob. with extra guards. 4-yard 
bucket, 23.5 deep lug — 90% 
remaining. Peace River. $115,000. 
1979 D8K, 0 hours, c/w all hydraulics 
and 3rd vaive, no dozer blade, 24" 
SALT undercarriage FOB. Vancouver. 
$175,000. 1967 Madili 72', M-6carrier, 
Modill winch, 235 Cummins, good 
operating co'ndition, $37,500. 1975 
Clark 667 skldder, 18.4x34, new tires, 
Cummins engine, Peace River, 
$29,500. Phone 324-2446 or 853-0950. 
40 '
FORESTRY TECHNICIAN. Rim Forest 
Products requires a Forestry 
Technician with experience in road 
and block layout, crusingand various 
other duties related to Forestry work. 
Must be in good physical condition. 
Preference given to B.C.l.T. graduate 
ec^uivalent. Rote of pay com­
mensurate with experience. Contact 
Rim Forest Products, Ltd.. ff20. Powell 
Rood, R.R. /^l. South Hozelton. B.C. 
VOJ lYO. Attention C.R. Henderson. 
Phone 842-5266. 40
BUY DIRECT AND SAVE. Thermo- 
glazed aluminum replacement 
windows, seolod. units, inside storm 
windows, bubble skylites, aluminum 
patio covers. Call Aluminaire 
Industries NOW986-6022. : 42
M4 TANK DRILL CHICAGO Pneumatic 
200 hours ^ on rebuilt 6V7l , spare 
CP450 hammer. Contact; phono 923 
6962 weekends only. 4.1
MieC.:^WilNTg9 ;
1800 Blnnshard St. 
Victoria, B.C.
2 or 3 bdrm. lovvnhouse, 
lovely end unit, large LR& 
DR. Nice size kitchen, 1'/2 
bath, lovely easterly ex­
posure. $40,000.
SIDNEY CTJTIE 
2 bdrm. LR with acorn 
fireplace. DR, good sized 
kitchen. Laundry room, 
garage with storage area or 






Due to existing demand for 
housing wc arc in great need 
of good 3 bedroom homes 
from $50-$70,000.
VISTA DEL MAR 
lOOlfi Third St.
2S Condominiums made up 
of: 12 one bdrm, nnd den 
(single bath): 13 two bdrm 
with cn-suiic bath off 
master bdrm, Whirlpool 
bath nnd sauna,
SEVENTH STREET 
Remodelled inside nnd out. 
A lovely two step-two bdrm 
bungalow at a very realistic 
price. $48,500.
EIGHTH STREET 
Built In 1975. Electrically 
heated no-siep bungalow 
with wood Biding exterior. 
F/P In LR, 2 bdrms, 
laundry room, luige siurugc 







Ilf ACIWt, lUCUlTIVATID, lamllat 
Folrvl*w, S mllti Cantor Will, Naw 
horn* $69,000, Conildtr Irado 
mabllo, lot, tkiddtr. Box 319. 
rairvlaw, Alio. Plwnt 403-49<.9J70 
40 .■ ' ■
Mt DSTMD
mMT
GOUD USED RECORDS, especially old 
, 45s for. persotial collection. 474-1071 
'.around suDPorhnrte. , : •* 29-tf
HUMMEL FIGURES and plates; Royal 
Dalton Figures and Toby Jugs also 
jMilitqria Swords, Bayonets, Badges 
ond Medols. 383-0405; 386-0911. 18-tf
HSLF WMTSD
LOVE! LlFEl LOVE LIFE! LOVEl Holp 
Greenpeace complete the (ob of 
saving the great whales! Buy/sell 
Go anywhere" lottery tickets — 
write 2623 West 4th Ave.. Vancouver. 
V6K IPS. 37-4
challenging sales POSITION
availobte in advertising deportment 
of Cariboo community newspoper. 
Managerial advancement possible 
for right person. Retail soles ex­
perience and marketing bockground 
an asset. Send resume in confidence 
to Paulette Ernst. Mgr. • Dir., Cariboo 
Observer. Box 4460, Quesnel, B.C. 
V2J3J3. 8-tf
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, port and 
full time help needed in Sidney and 
Brentwood Areo. Horn above 
average woges. Phone 478-9566. 24- 
tf
ROSSLAND JUNIOR B HOCKEY aUB 
requires players. Jobs may be 
available. Phone Jim Markle, 362- 
7704 between 6 and 7 p.m. 40
HANDYMAN, FULL OR PART-TIME. 
656*4184 after 5 p.nL 40
SOUTHERN VANCOUVER ISLAND
SAWYER, lumber grader and 
millwright required for modern 50 
Mfbm cador sowmlll. Excellent 
wage/bonefit . package. Coll Lory 
Rodgriguo at 743-2830 or 743-2198. 40
JOURNEYMAN MECHANIC required 
by Ford dealership, Merritt, B.C. 
Excellent benefits. Contact Gary 
Bacon, manager,' Dearborn Motors, 
Box 306, Merritt VOK 2B0. Phone 378- 
4232. 40
EXTRA CHRISTMAS CASH for selling 
low priced fashion (owelry and gifts. 
No experience. Free Informotlon or 
$2.00 sample, Reel Deel, 164 Victorio 
Harbor. Ont. LOK 2A0. 41
mK WMTSS
GARDEN SERVICE: Pruning. 
Von Schuckmann. 656-1990. 30-ff
ROTOVATING — small, powerful 
machine for estoblished gardens 
Bob Mortmon, 656-4772. 37-lf
HANDYMAN. Small appliances 
leaky faucets, broken cord ends, etc. 
No iob too small. Fair prices. George 
McConnell. 9812 Reslhaven Drive 
656-7670. : ; 37-4
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME 
.Reasonable ,rQtes.;,^r6mpt service 
Letters, A StoterhontiL > manuscripts 
; etc? PHoncr^lo;^oi:'652-2621
LAW CENTRE LEGAL AID CLINIC 
Mondays. 1:45 to 4:30 p.m. 
Appointments only. Phone656-1247. 
30-tf
BINGO: K of P Hall, Sidney ever/ 




and fed up with the discos and clubs 
ond the "Plostic" people you've been 
meeting???
If so. take the first step to social 





See our television ads on Channels 5 
S12. 36-13
652-4649.; 'ViO: 28-tf
AAANY BARGAINS at the Slush Indion 
Art 8 Croft Shop, Brenivvood Boy at;. I 
the Ferry. SI Iver lewell ry, bood work, 
Indian sweaters, carvings, pictures, 
prints, etc. , 41
DOORSI B.C.'s lowest pricesi 
Prehung Interior, $19.90; solid ex- 
terior prehring, $49; panelled doors, 
$39; deadbolt locks, S9.90; closet bl- 
folds, $11.90; Canada's largest 
selection. Write or phono lor lurlhor 
Inlormolion Walker Door Ltd., 266- 
■/211, 1366 S.W. Morino Dr., Von- 
couvor V6P 5Z9 or 985-9714, 1589 
Gordon Ave., N. Vancouver V7P 3A5, 
33-tl
INCORPORATE! $100 PIUS FILING' 
FEES, Incorporolo yoursoll • lost 
over the lelophone. Our forms and 
typing services ore towyer approved, 
Cull Self-Counsel Services loll free 
■II2-BO0-663-3035. Charge* and 
Mosleichorgo opprovod. 47-tl
WAYNE'S WAGON WHEEL STORE,
' 7174 , West Saanich Rd, Brentwood 
Boy, B.C. 652-3321. Buy - Sell - Trade. 
New - used Items, - 27-tf
GIRL'S SIZE SIX HIKING BOOTS; also 
down-filled or lightweight sleeping 
bog. 656-2014. , 40
WANTED: WELL PUMP, '/. or h.p., 
220-voll. Immersed pump with or 




Imrnedlale occupancy, luxurlnus 
new. One Isdrni. and den; Iwn bdim-l 
two iHfrm. and den; $360 $460. Woll- 
lO'WOll, lop llrxir tullei hnve loll nnd 
tkyllghi, Elevcilor. Locitad uniinnce. 
Near shopping and bus, Mnhtie 
odulls. No pets. Sue resident 
mntHJger, sulle 103 or coll 6S6-3060,
38.If __ ________ _ ___ _
OrlTcE OR RlTAiri'l^ci AVAIL ABU! 
October I SI. 400 St), It,, second lloor 
obnv# Torrtnici Dominion flank. 656- 
1141, 3711
NIW THREI BIDROOM, I'6 bnihs, 
llreploce, with heolllolnr. $428 nion. 
Mull hove leleretiCMS. Peis not 




in Beacon Plata 








DIVORCE I 1100 PLUS FILING FEES.
Obtain your unconlosind divorce 
last ' over the lelophone. Our terms 
ond typing services are lawyer op- 
pioved, Coll Sell-Counsel Services 
loll free 112-000 663-3035. Chorgox 
onrlMosInrt.harqe'icceplod, 47-11
ALBERTA CRAIN-FED BEEF
For Inlormolion phone Bob ol 381. 
6<.21., i„39-U
SAANICH OROIAROS 
Freshly picked opples ol form prices. 
Open dolly, Phone 652-2009 . 3n-tl 
OUAHANTIED AMWAY PRODUaS 
lor every need ore |ust o phone coll 
away. We deliver, 682-1994, 40
KIN WOOD AMP, 60 walls p<tr 
channel, 2 Cerwin Vega 2-wuy 
loudspeobers, Asking $900. Excellenl 
tondlllon. Phone 686-7404. 40
TWO 100X14 TIRir $10; two TliuM
tires, $10; one wheel with winler tire, 
680x16, $10^S2;2227,40
NO. rSlIT TOP loTl hr towns and
gardens. Eosy lo spread, 7 yds, $60.
14 yds, $105, 595 0773. 40
ROIL-AWAV FOLDING BID, $.30: 
sinoll oil spoca heater, $28.656'45S7.
_____ 40
PORTAiu,, $i'iERIO,”"»ulUaie"lyp'e,' 
Garrard lurntoble, $50, Phone 656- 
2063, i?
PrIcIO to IKLl, used Steel fl7d or
building (203 It, x 118 ft.) by BO It. 
hlflh. Clear Spon I beams, angle Iron, 
r.banneli, tool, inisses, lorge oil 
Itinhi, all vorlous ilies and lengths 
ond In Qot>d condlllon. Phone 539- 
2877 Sniwrno Island. 42
CARPORT SAliiTflO pfril St, Mwi'y
houielujld and rnlstelloneous iierns 
plus quollly apporel lor women and 
iporlsmen (lorgor sliei Included). 
Some new, some nearly new. 
StarhivpThiiiidoy l-Sp.m, 40
SAvFtHE CMILOr'in FUMloChr'lifmoe
tttrdi on sale ol Vlllog* Oollery, 2459 
lleocnn A^.. Sidney.
AVACAD0''c0L0'jllD w’eshngti'o'uHi
dryer, wxcellerit condlllon, $I3S. 
Hwine 686-4439, 
WOOfriimNIN'o lll'ATiil. «“celi«nt
condlllon, $70, May be seen ol 9940
Third Si, ______ _____ 40
SAANY iAIOAIMionhriolUMSon 
AH 6 Ciull Shop, bientvyotid buy ul 
the ierty. Silver |evrelry, beadwnrk, 
Indian ivveuieri, tiirvlngi, piciurut, 
pfinll, elf, ' _ _
mo OliT'ONlidf'oM’iiuc'KrmorvJal
4'Speed Itonsmiisioh, Y It, iiep side 
txix, $1,900, A56-23$8. 40
SOME SEBTICSS E 
ESEIEMEIt; FOE EELS
iwM—KwymMuTweiin ■ — miiwmieaeeiiAi
RUBBAOE, GARBAGE HAULED.
Basement and cloan-up jobs. Phono 
652-4035 , 37-11
MODEL 5 LINOTYPE, electric pot wllh 
11 mags -- 0 point, 3 mags — 12 
point, 1 mog — 10 point, 2 megs — 6 
point, 1 mag — S'h point, olso 
Hommond saws, oil In good con­
dition. Write The Times Publishers, 
1422 I’omborton, North Vancouver, 
yiQiliL2F£!lS!lP__ 37-3 
FIREPLACE WOOD cut cm oT'dui, 
t'h«no656-12l,3, , j,|(
............................................ w4i,».„ai..iiiE,
0.1. ITOVI, 12$. 686-1662. 40
INCH WINDOW OlAtl, 6«6ll. and 






T!ic iai'gosi one slop 
i'(liiipnu'ni Rcniiil Yore! on 
i!ic .Saanicli !’cnin.sii!a. 
AiKliori/.iH! ilcalcF Iof 





VV a F r n n l y 
Service Centre,
12 LEFT.; BRAND ; NEW Metol 
newstonds. never used, sei up for 15c 
but can be* changed. Ideal ..for' 
community newspaporst We have 12 
of these newstonds for sole ot $100. 
i^ch. .Write .Times Printing and 
Publishing. 1422 Pembroke Ave., 
North Vancouver yyP 2S1: or phone 






Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. , Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also excellent, crews 
available for larger jobs.
656-3297
CUTTERS RENEWED. Continuous 
soomloss aluminum gultors and 
downpipni. Olde country Irodeimon. 
47B-3798, 38-4
MOST PHASES ol gnrdonlng and. 
luncUtopIng - olio garden dotign. 
Call Chenhu Vauirin, 656-1595 alter 5 
p.m. . lOdI
AVON — GET BACK TO WORK FOR 
THE FUN OF IT. Find out how you con 
moke good money selling world- 





EARN $$ TOO I
If you enjoy people, you'll love being 
on Avon Representative. Set your 
own hours: bo your own boss. The 
harder you work, the more you earn.
No experience necessory. Coll 384- 
7345. 38-1
INCORPORATeTsiOO + filing fees.
We prepare your Incorporation 
papers over the phone — fast. For 
more informotlon coll THE LAW 
SHOPPE of JACK D. JAMES. M.B.A. 
LLB, toll-free 112-800-663-3035 (in 
Vancouver area coll 687-2442). 
Chargex and Mastercharge 
welcomed. 38-tf
DIVORCEl $100 + filing fees. We 
prepare your divorce papers over the 
phone — fast. For more information 
coll THE LAW, SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A., LLB, toll-free 112- 
800-663-3035 (in Vancouver area call 
687-2442). Chargex and Master- 
chorge welcomed. 38-tf
CHURLY MORN, natural hairstyling 
will be closed one year for staff 
holldoy.■  40
MANY THANKS. 1 will call you whan I 
return to Sidney. * WARREN
 .  40
SAANICH PENINSULA Guidance 
Association, services for the family. 
Individual, marriage and family • 
counselling. 656-1247, 2440 Sidney. 
Avo. (Town Hall). 43
HUMANITY IS LIKE a bird with its two 
wings — the one is male the other 
female. Unless both wings are strong 
and impelled by some common force . 
the bird cannot fly homewards . . . 
Baho'uilah 
THE BAHA’I FAITH 
656-5650
40-
BORN to MR. AND Mib. WJ. aARK 
(nee Cathy Inkst^), o son, 7 pounds. 
Sept. 24. 1979, Warren Cameron, 
second grandchild for Cam and Marg 
Inkster and third grandchild for Ethel 
ond Hariand Warren Clark of Deep 
Cove. 40
jomjvms
AUXIUARY BAZAAR AND TEA In the 
Soanich Peninsula Hospital, October 
13, 2 lo 4 p.m. Homo baking, treasure 
trove, handicrafts, Christmas 
decorotlons, plonts, produce, candy, 
preserves and raffle. Admission $1. 
'4J_______________________________
CAPITAL REGION JUSTICE COUNCIL 
open meeting at Blanshard Com­
munity Centro, 916 Kings Rood, 
Victoria, Tuesday, October 9, 7;30 
p.m. Anyone mayotlend. ^
AUTOS & BOATS 
FOR SALE
'73 MUSTANG. Good condlllon, V-B 






Astronomer Dr. Harvey 
Richardson of the 
Dominion Astrophysical 
Observatory is guest 
speaker at the Oct. 16 
meeting of the Women’s 
Canadian Club in the 
Newcombe Auditorium.
Richardson will talk 
about the Canada-France- 
Hawaii telescope at Little 
Saanich Mountain. Meeting 
starts at 2:30 p.m.
Dance By 
Donation
B.C. Hydro’s Employees 
Social and Athletic Club 
plans a “Dance by 
Donation” Saturday, 9 
p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Wee 
Ponderosa Hall, 4225 
Wilkinson Road. 
Admission is by free ticket 
only. Bar service only.
All proceeds from the 
dance go to the Lions 
Society for Crippled 
Children. Donations will be 
accepted at the door.
When a back-log of work gives you
work-a-day- strife,
it’s time to let **SUNSHJNE” light up your life!
Sunshine Secretarial Service
656-5641 - 2452 Beacon Ave.
Benefit Concert
The Association for 
Children with Learning 
Disabilities is sponsoring a 
variety benefit concert at 
McPherson Playhouse Oct. 
21. The family en­
tertainment starts at 7:30 
p.m. Tickets from the 
ACLD Resource Centre 
(382-4723) or after Oct. 8 at 
the McPherson box office.
FILM
PRESENTATION
The Cesarean Birth 
Group will present the film 
Cesarean Birth Experience 
at 8 p.m. Oct. 9 at the 
R;oya! /Jubilee nurses 
residence, 1901 Richihond. 





Treat chemicals you buy 
for use at home with as 
much care as they receive in 





Carp«t and upltoltltry daanlng 
•R*nld»nllnl ond Commiirclol, 
•ItBtrtiollanol, aulo K Yocht 
IntMi'lor*
•SiBtim FKlrocHon Syulimn,










Owner Will' Dorman gives 
personiil ntieiulon lo til 
orders. Phone 656-4754
Frabuitg Iniatlof, $19.90) ittlld #*- 
Itnlot iMshwiifl. $49, (Kinnllad door*,
blluItU, $1.1,90. Cnnndn't latgrt*! 
LaUtbort, Will# Of plwin* lot lutlltat 
livlolrnoilori WolKw I'oof tld.. 266 
WII. 11M 8W, Miifln* Or, Van 
«uv#f, V6P 87.9 or 9B8 9J14, I^CI
utiiiiafi A**,, (X, Vuiui')u»«.i V'tf JA
,, . ■' . ; . 'WH
TOPPING AND FAIUNO TREES, 
Cluan-up, Iraa •illroatai, Call 383- 
7471, altor 6 p.m. 388-7607 . 39-l(
PURE WHITE SIX-MONTH-OLDlamaU 
pup, Aliotlan-Lab cro» raqulrai 
good hom», 656-3138,40
sTaMISE kittens for SAll, $40;'call
682-21185 (avanlngi). 40
WILL DO HOUSEWORK. Tu*>., Wad., 
Thun, Phan* 653.9951. No Sunday 
colli. 40
ORINDSTONB HOMi”TER7icii.
Wlnlorlio your houi* ond yord, | 
Oullar*,, caulking. ln»ulollon, 
w*ulh*r ilrlpplng, larg* ond intoll 
rapoli I, hauling, J«|| Erlckton ~ 652. 
9327,  40 >
WIIi‘'baBVIIT o'aTtiMI In my horn*,




Wl lUY FOR CAlHi Foclory lurplui, 
ob»ol*l* find hanhrupl m*rchondli*, 
production laliovari, dlilf*ii or 
cnncollad pro(,tucli. 0*hhn Salvi, 
3223 W»it 6lh Av*,, Vancouver, B.C, 
Phono 732-7021, 40
THRIVINO 4;CMAiMAlON In StchiTi*,
OoofI loot* find tiitnl In main bu»ln»«« 
dutrkl, 1 hour from Vancouver, 
S*ch*ll Onauty Solon, Box 858, 
5«ch*ll, B,C.V0M3A0, 40
EiAND''~NIW 'product, dial.m
wngultl*! Invllad in oil nraoi lor 
longung* Iroritloinr. Light wmlghl 
pockal III*, |;x(*||«nl lor iruv*l lo 
lorolgn counity, 1*010100 « longuog* 
or gill ll«m, Coll or writ* Nu-Flold 
Sol**, 1188 W«it I6ih SI,, Nonh 
Voivfouv*f, i C. V7P IR4. Phort*9a7. 
2822.  40
tUNO RADlNOi Do** your gioup 
n»*d mondy? Contort Wcdly Rook* 
Sal**, 119 Wall p«nd*r $i., Von- 




Inrom* tax pr*p«railan or ham*, For 
If** brotltui* writ* U E W Tn* School, 
1145 P»mbino Highway, Wlnnlp*0i 
Mnn l»,1T?fl6 Nnnhilontmn 40
di'owTNo'’''''"€'ofTiF''"“w
BUlINRtt lor *01* Irt Fort N*l«ort, two 
fcimpl*!* c.ot*ring truth* wllh 
Kilnhli(h*it ir>iii*i; Stack Irldg**, 
lri**i»f*, $.10,000. PFMSfi*. 774.
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
In the matter of the I'lslatc 
of Cecilia Nanc(>lla.s, 
formerly of 10499 Allbay 
Rond, Sidney, RritiKli 
Cultunbhi, LieeeuHed. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY 
GIVEN Hint the crcdiiors 
nnd others having claims 
agaiirsi the estate of the 
above named deceased arc 
hereby required to send 
them to Sydney Smith 
Penny, and Tliomiis Victor 
E, Vickers, both care of 
11303 - 2050 White Birch 
Road, Sidney, British 
Columbia on or before the 
26ih day of Oclober, 1979, 
after which date the 
executors will distribute the 
said estate among The 
panics entitled thereto, 
having a regard only to the 
claims of which they ilien 
have notice.
Sydney Smltli Penny 
Ihornas Victor H. Vickers 
I'.XCCUtOIS 
By their solicitor 
MlLSSnS, HENLEY * 
ROBERTSON
Barristers*. Solicitors 
2456 Beacon Avenue 




“SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE” 
STARMAN IS HERE! 
RADIO CONTROLLED ROBOT 




Today In Mind & Consciousness”
Sunday, October 7th at 8 p.m., 
Empress Hotel Crystal Ballroom
Sidney Veterinary Service
DR. E.L. DAHL, D. V.M.
& '
DR. M.S. DAHL, D. V.M. 
Large &Smal! Animals 











1 IMPALA CAMPING WORLD!!
SERVICE//
Requires Mechanically minded service person 
with some tools. Experierice with trailers, 
motorhomes and campers preferred. This is a full 




In Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on Sept. 25,1979, 
Mrs. Betty Stuart Dawson, 
aged 84 years. Born in 
Westminster, Ont., late 
residence 1690 Landsend 
Road, Sidney, B.C. She 
leaves her loving friends, 
Dougins and Marion Jack 
and family. Mrs. Dawson 
received her training as a 
nurse in Westminster, Ont. 
and served in the First 
Worlfi War and later as a, 
missionary nurse in China 
for a number of years.
Service was in St. Paul's- 
United Church, 2410 
Malavicw Ave., Sidney, 
B.C. on Friday, Sept. 28, 
1979 at 3 p.m. Rev. R.H. 
Pratt officiating. Inicrment 
at Royal Oak Burial Park. 
Arrangements by the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C.
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DIAMOND RING lOST In SlUiLy oraa 
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block 1*0111*1 cut*, II found plao** 
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50, Note of scale
51, Positlvrj
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4. Window gloss 








Never wax your car agtiio, 









9- Giindlng . 
tooth
0, Hebrew letter 
2, Hoppy 

































All fypM ol brick ond block work, 
now flroplocoi or repair your old 














Hour or by Contract. 














•22 years plumbing 
e.xpericncc in B.C. 
















Rosidentoii, Commercial ond 
Golf Course Construction.






Fence Posts, Digging, 50 










“Big or small 
we will do them all’’









BACK PULING — LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES
2320 Amherst, Sidney 
Lewis Sevigny 656-3583
Locksmiths
EL WO OD 
E. Thompson 
Contractors Ltd.
Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 








and Tractor Service 
Rotovating & Levelling 














1864 John Rd. 
656-2691




























iP I qgLgH.TM \
652-1569
THE CENTRAL SAANICH 
mobile LOCKSMITH
ROTOVA TING
S m a 11, p o w erf u 1





. BART n 
BUITENDYK ■
LONGTIME 5 
I SIDNEY BUILDER |
j Now specializing in j 
I finishing carpentry, ■ 
. cabinets and built-ins, '
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 




FACTORY AUIHORIZED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
EVTNRUDE OUTBOARDS, MERCRUISER 
STERN DRIVE.










2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
j rumpus rooms, repairs, 1 
I additions — no job too | I small.
I Renovate and Save ^













A & B BOAT TOPS




10D3 MrDonoIri Park Rd. 
tidnay
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1779 SEAN 1IEIGHT.S 











•C/I T WORK 
•TRUCKING







































I specloiize In small business 
occounting. bookkoeping, 
poyroll and income tax at 
economicol rates. Year round 
service.
F.R. ANDERSEN 652*1769 










































Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience In 











fabricating S welding 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 









8S20 LOCHSIDE DR. 656-2018
SIDNEY GLASS
Morine, Auto & Safety Glass 









To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 













Mon. - Sat. ’ 











stool S Aluminum MIg Wolding, 





















W« buy old ond tail rucon- 
dlllonod lownmowart, ale. Itb# 





Duel work, Chimneys, 






AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEA NERS








AI,o Mauling. Will rkllvar on* lo 
IhfBO yord* ol lond or groval,
656-567]




PROFESSIONAL DRYCLEANINa * LAUNDRY SERVICE 
1 WEEK ON SUEDE & LEATHER CLEANING 
SPECIALIZING IN
Helen Lang
I mentioned fruit trees 
last week, and although it is 
still a good month before 
you should plant them, it is 
time for you to decide on 
the varieties you might put 
in, and get your order in, 
since fruit trees appear to be 
in rather short supply this 
year.
With the price of food 
jumping almost daily, it is a 
temptation to put a peach 
or a nectarine tree on the 
south wall and forget about 
the pyracantha...don’t you 
wish we could grow coffee 
in this country!
Even on a small, city lot 
there is room for a fruit tree 
or two. We put two pear 
trees and a cherry in the 
front garden three years 
ago. The trees are a little 
larger than I had pictured, 
but one can forgive that 
when they are covered with 
blossom in the spring, and 
with an abundant crop of 
luscious fruit later on. They 
even provide us with 
privacy.
Another small defence 
against inflating food prices 
are the winter 
vegetables. ..things like 
cauliflower, kale, Brussels 
sprouts, cabbage and 
broccoli, all of which prefer 
cooler growing weather. 
Should you decide to give 
them a try, do fertilize well 
before planting the 
seedlings, since they ^will 
heed every bit of help they 
can get to mature before all 
grovying ceases. '
When the weather gets h 
really cool it'is a sound idea 
to mulch. undei;.the plants 
with grass clippings, or 
some compost., Kale, for 
example is much tastier, 
after we’ have had some 
frost, and the others, too, 
don’t seem affected by light 
. frosts.;
You can also plant broad 
beans now, and expect a 
very early crop in the 
spring. For those of you 
with a fondness for sweet- 
peas, and an area of well 
drained ground, you can 
plant the seed now, and 
amaze the neighbourhood 
about the end of April with 
a glorious display of 
flowers. If water lies on the 
soil during rainy periods, it 
is hopeless, as the seed just 
rots in the ground.
If you leave your garden 
plot empty during the 
winter, you might consider 
a crop of "fall rye". People 
from Alberta and the 
prairie provinces will be 
familiar with this practice, 
which is a really good one. 
The rye grows slowly all 
winter, nnd in the spring 
you roto-till it in ns a 
"green manure", providing 
the soil with valuable 
humus, and many im­
portant nutrients,
IF you plan lo grow your 
own gcruniums next spring, 
you have a choice: You may 
take your cuttings now, or,
simply take the whole plant 
into the garage or 
basement, and made your 
cutting in March, when new 
growth starts on the stored 
plants.
I have tried both ways. 
For cuttings done now, cut 
the steins near the tip of the 
plant, about three or four 
inches long, just below a 
leaf, and remove all but 
three or four of the top 
leaves, and any blossoms or 
buds.
Dip the cut stem in a 
rooting compound 
(Seradix, or Rootone), 
shake off any excess, and 
plant it in damp sand. Keep 
the cuttings in a warm place 
where they get lots of light, 
keeping the sand only 
barely moist... you might 
soak the sand in the 
morning about once a 
week.
Don’t let them dry out 
completely, of course, but 
you will be able to judge. 
I’m sure, when to water. 
The one draw-back to 
making cuttings in the fall, 
is that by planting-out time 
in early May, the plants 
have a tendency to be root 
bound, and you must make 
sure that the roots ' are 
drawn out and away from 
the base of the plants, or 
the geraniums will never 
amount to anything.
The other altCrnatiave 
(taking the whole ; plant 
inside) is a messy business. 
Geraniums simply r^ect the i 
whole idea; and start firing ! ' 
leaves, blooms, / dirt, 
everything they can spare,, 
everywhere! However, V if 
you water them 
(sparingly)... about a quart 
of water all at price; once a;; 
month, you will keep therh ^ . 
alive (just), and :aboitt 
February or March when 
you go to water them you 
will find the plants putting 
out pale sickly looking 
shoots... each one a 
potential geranium, as 
lovely as its parent.
Put the plants in the best 
light you have available, ' 
and when the new growth 
has four or more leaves cut ’ 
it ,off, again just below a 
leaf node, dip it in a rooting 
hormone, and plant it in 
damp sand.
I water the sand to loosen 
it, and use a kitchen fork, 
to gently free the roots, 
plant the cutting in .soil, and 
water well with water and 
fertilizer (one teaspoon of 
2();20'.20 to a two-gallon 
watcripgcan).
Don’t water your new 
geranium plants too of­
ten...they prcFci a fuirly dry 
growing situation. I won’t 
mention "damping-ofr'.,. 
there is no point in scaring 
you so badly you decide to 
consign all your geraniums 
to the compost pile, and 
buy new plants in the 
spring.
Its kind of fun lo give tills 
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TAILORING, DRESSMAKING 
REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS ETC. 
7I20W.SMiinUhRil. '




• Rentals • Colour TV





' JOECHOW ’ ^
'Wo Stall fhti Uo«t cfnri Service the f^osf 




• No lock-in clause
• 1(3% discount for O.A.P.
381-5622
D.A. Smithson & Sons Ltd.
WATER WELL DRILLING
Waicr Lines, Trenching
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Six local Grade 12 
graduates were the 
recipients of a total of 
$1,700 in scholarship funds 
awarded by Sidney Rotary 
Club.
Capturing the top 
scholarship was Parkland 
graduate Holly Jacob. Miss 
Jacob was awarded the 
Oscar Thulin Memorial 
scholarship for $500 as the 
outstanding student who 
best exhibited the spirit of 
service to school and 
community.
Rotary president Peter 
Whitehouse presented the 
award, as he did all six 
awards. Each of the 
winners was introduced by 
scholarship chairman Harry 
Tobin.
Two Rotary special 
scholarships of $300 went 
to Stelly’s school’s Kenneth 
Welch and Claremont 
school’s Maeve Lydon. The 
scholarships are awarded 
for high academic standing 
in addition to exceptional 
services to community and 
school.
Finally, three Rotary 
academic scholarships — 
awarded for consistently 
high marks throughout the 
year and on final 
examinations — were 
presented to Wayne 
Carmichael of Parkland, 
Colleen Bryden of Stelly’s, 
and Robert Cowdery of 
Claremont.
^ All six students are 
preparing for varied careers 
at Simon Fraser University, 
University of Victoria and 
Camosun College. Each 
thanked the Rotary Club 
and described their plans 
for the future.
To conclude the 
program, Rotarians and 
guests heard from staff 
representatives from the 
three high schools. Prin­
cipal Don MacKinnon, of 




Mrs. A.L.C. Atkinson of 
10651 Blue Heron Road 
and her house guest, Mrs. 
Gertrude Reeves from 
Marlow, Buckinghamshire, 
England, enjoyed a week’s 
holiday in Banff. Mrs. 
Reeves, a cousin of the late 
Professor A.L.C. 




One Full Acre with small 
House on McTavish Road.
Plum - Pear - Apple Trees 
Blackberries Galore 
Roses, Lilacs, Daffodils, etc.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
TO VIEW CALL 656-1284
V'.--
Mount Newton Society for the Elderly is $500 better off, thanks to 
Central Saanich Lionettes. Society president Mayor Jean Butler receives 
cheque from Braunda Gustafson Sept. 26 at day care centre for elderly 
located in building adjacent to Saanich Peninsula Hospital.
Archdeacon and Mrs. 
R.B. Horsefield of 2370 
Amelia Street have returned 
home after spending a 
week’s holiday in Flin Flon 
and Le Pas, Manitoba, 
helping with the celebration 
of the 60th anniversary of 
the first service held in Flin 
Flon. They enjoyed visiting 
old friends, and Arch­
deacon Horsefield took one 
service at the church on the 
Indian Reserve at Le Pas 
where he was the incumbent 
from 1931 to 1941.
Over the years there have been many^
improvements in Funeral service and it is 
wise to choose McCall's. For dignified 
service, up-to-date facilities and long 
experience. One-level convenience, air- 
i conditioned, ample convenient parking. ^
SCHOOL BOARD BRIEFS Grand
Trustee Rubymay Parrott-has asked district staff for a 
full report of the use of trampolines in district schools. 
The request was a result of a statement from the 
Canadian Paediatric Society which said trampoline 
accidents have resulted in a significant number of cases of 
quadriplegia. The statement goes on to advise prudent use 
of trampolines in schools.
Chancellor
to visit
L.S. Hoddinott of 625 
Birch Road has had as his 
guest for several days last 
week his brother-in-law, 
Robert S. French from 
Watford, Hertfordshire, 
England. After leaving 
North Saanich French flew 
to Toronto to visit friends.
mc QALi mo%
1-WVatJCauV^Sl:. at Johnson 3^465 - |
Sidney Lodge
In response to a letter from the Royal Oak Middle 
School Committee, superintendent of schools Don Smyth 
said that the bulk of the elementary wing of Royal Oak 
will remain unused this year.
He added that Camosun College has indicated interest 
in using some of the classrooms, but nothing much has 
come of the discussions.
As well, Smyth reported that a report with recom­
mendations and costs for Royal Oak Middle School to 
function as a whole without borrowing space from the 
elementary wing is only in the preliminary stages.
' for,,Parkl^d, ;spqke hig 
. of the Rotary Club’^
continued - interest in 
promoting education
^awards.-''-:;;
Lyle Garroway, principal 
of the new Stelly’s school, 
commented that he. was 
delighted that the club had 
chosen two worthy winners 
from his first graduating 
class.
With an increased enrolment of some 65 students this 
year,, Saanich school board expressed interest in special 
grants to offset such an increase. However, secretary- 
treasurer Ross Ingram told trustees that the provincial 
government does not have any such grants available, and 
that the increase will be taken into consideration the 
^'following year';':
Trustee Parrott mentioned that there are some grants 
available for communities taking in boat people, and that 
the B.C. School Trustees’ Associaiibii shduld be bringing 
up the subject of special grants for increased enrolment at 
a meeting with the minister of education, w
Trustee Roy Hyndman will replace former trustee 
Norma Sealy as the board’s representative on the steering 
committee of the Sidney Teen Activity Group. However 
unlike Mrs. Sealy, Hyndman will only be an unofficial 
representative.
John Balfour of Trail, 
Grand Chancellor of the 
Fraternal Order, Knights of 
Pythias of British 
Columbia, makes an of­
ficial visit to Victory Lodge 
No. 63 at Sidney Oct. 10.
The lodge convenes at 8 
p.m. in the Knight’s Pythias 
Hall in Sidney. Lodge 
Chancellor Commander A1 
Horton will preside at the 
meeting at which ritualistic 
grand lodge honors will be 
extended to Balfour in 
recognition of his official 
capacity in the 115-year-old 
fraternal organization.
Currently on official and 
social visits to the various 
lodges throughout the 
province, Balfour will 
discuss plans and endeavors 
■of the Grand Lodge 
together with the efficiency 
in operations of subor-- 
dinate lodges in Jheir 
various c q m mu n i t y 
programs.
Mountain View Rest 
Home auxiliary raised $280 
Sept. 21 when they held-a 
coffee party, bake sale and 
white elephant sale at 
Brentwood United Church. 
A spokesman for the 
auxiliary said the group was 
a small one and appreciated 
the support of friends who 




Mr. and Mrs. W.M. 
Sharpe, will be celebrating 
their 50th wedding an­
niversary Oct. 12. The 
couple was married at 
Melfort, Saskatchewan; in 
1929.':;'^
An open house will be 
held in their honor Sunday 
by Mr. and Mrs. Mel 
Osland, 2766 Island View 
Road. Between 2 and 5 
p.m. friends and neighbors 
will be able to drop in .
A47eLCO(n6TO
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STKAK, PIZZA & SPACHPTTI HOUSK
















BRING YOUR FRIENDS TO SIDNEY'S NEWEST STEAK & PIZZA HOUSE. 
, EVENING DINING IN FINUMEDITERANIAN TRADITION.
OR TRY OUR REGUIAR LUNCH MENU ^
Sidney ^ s
FOR RESERVATIONS 656 5586
Mon. •Sat. 11A,M. •2A.M. Sunday 11A.M. -Midnight
5Th & Beacon
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Festive Oktoberfest
PEWTER 



















soala holefi up to '.'i-inch 
conforms to any surfneo 
Just l»ru«ih It on 
no nood lor spocini tools 
avallablo in quarts, gallons, 5'n and 
nov/ handy TAPF form
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The Saanich Peninsula and Gulf Islands Multicultural 
Society is coming to the rescue of Sidney Days Society 
with its sponsorship of a genuine Oktoberfest, to be 
held at Sanscha Hall, 7 to 12 p.m, on Get, 26, Funds 
from the event will go towards a $1,600 deficit incurred 
by Sidney Days during this past summer’s annual three- 
day celebrations.
SPGIMS president Juanita Harris says there’ll be 
sourdough buns with German weiners, apple strudel, 
beer, wine, and cider, and music supplied by Ralkapelle 
Bavarian Band.
Beer is pan of the traditional Oktoberfest activities 
but Ms. Harris says its mainly a family affair where 
“everyone gathers around musicians for a sing-a-long.”
The hall will be decorated with international flags, a 
display of artifacts is planned and Ms. Harris is working 
on a pamphlet which will explain Oktoberfest nnd how 
the festivity originated.
Invliniions to attend have been sent to Provincial 
Secretary and Saanich and the Islands MLA Hugh 
Curtis and the peninsula’s three mayors, Jean Iliiiler, 
Norma Sealey, and George Westwood, and Ted 
Baiycki, who heads up Siditey’s RCMP detachment,
Tickets will be pre-sold only, cost $6.50 will be on .sale 
at the Owl'.s Eye Bookstore, 2498 Beacon Avenue, nnd 
include gift of a Beer mug decorated with the society’s 
: multiculiurnl crest. Tlicy will be given out on presen- 
iniion of tickets at Sanscha,
Future activities of SPGIMS members Include 
participation at a hobby sliow to be held at Saanichton 
Fairgrounds in November.
Some 15 members attended a tea Sept. 7 at Oover- 
nmeni House, A leaded gla.ss Jewell box made by An 
Orossi was presented to Mrs, Nancy Bcll-lrving nnd will 
be kept in tlie Green Room, says Ms, Harris.
7154 W. SAANICH RD. 
BRENTWOOD BAY
GIANT









































24 oz. each JL
TOMATO SOUP
Campbell’s 





West Vale j « 29
















100% pure corn ^ - qq 
1 litre btl. 1
QUART AT
7:00 SPECIAL CHILDREN SPECIAL NEEDS 














ANYONE INTFUKSTED IN ASSISTING 
WITH THE PROmiC ITON OF COUNCIL OR 
SCHOOL IIOAIH) MEETINGS SHOULD 




POTATOES 15 lb. bap
CALIFORNIA PINK
GRAPEFRUIT
CALIFORNIA YAMS or
SWEET lbs.
